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Man Shot To
Death by Son

Man Hangs Self
In Murray Jail

John Frank Taylor of Murray just arrived home from his
With Christmas approaching
Five, 51 years of age and employment at the Murray
Route
Pat Lee Harrell of Shady Oaks of Harrell, according to the
we figure that the many customs
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The
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of Christmas over the world
County, was pronounced dead Company when the incident
disabled U.S. Navy veteran, cell was asleep and is also hard
might be of interest. Christmas
on arrival at the Murray- occurred in the Taylor home.
died Tuesday about three or 3:30 of hearing and heard no sounds
remains as the most wonderful
Calloway County Hospital this The elder Taylor reportedly
p.m. He was 52 years of age. from the Harrell cell,
holiday of the year, so these
arrived at the home and was
morning about one o'clock.
Churchill said he estimated
Coroner
Max
Calloway
tidbits might add to this interest. Churchill said death was due to that Harrell had been dead
Taylor had allegedly been threatening to kill the family
shot in the chest by his son, with a loaded gun when his son.
strangulation and was self about an hour when he was
Famous Christmas trees in the imposed. His body was found at discovered by
24, Jimmy, alledgedly shot him,
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United States include the General 4:20 p.m. by Sgt. Martin Wells of department.
according to the office of according
Grant Tree in Sequoia National the Murray Police Department.
Calloway County Attorney Sid Attorney.
are
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Local
Easley.
Park, Ca., designated in 1926 as
The death of Harrell occurred
Harrell was born March 24,
It is reported that the son had investigating and Jimmy Taylor
America's Christmas Tree; a live in one of the cell blocks of the 1919, in Calloway County and
is presently being held in the
oak of more than 110400t spread Murray City, Jail, according to was the son of the late Parker
Calloway County Jail pending
has
Harrell
in Wilmington, N.C., viewed by Corner Churchill.
Harrell and Allie Cunningham
The authorities
investigation.
thousands of Christmas pilgrims been booked by the city police at Harrell. He had served in the
further said that no charges
when it is brightly lighted; and 11:52 a.m. Tuesday and been U.S. Navy during World War II
have been placed against Taylor
since the time of President John placed in the jail. Sgt. Wells and the Korean Conflict.
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my offensive with the utmost Tuesday night. She contends
the birthday of Jesue Christ,
Indian Ambassador Lairs/urn vigor at 0900 Indian standard she needed the raise because of
according to Christianity Today The Security Council met today cease-fire during which Pakis- the Dacca garrison.
India began an attack on Kant Jha, in Washington, has time on the 16th riecember severe inflation since she was
magazine,because he was known to consider a heavily pro-Indian tani armed forces would
resolution offered by Poland to withdraw to designated areas. Dacca Tuesday with air and warned that any such U.S. (10:30 p.m. EST today. i"
as "the sun of righteousness" At
crowned in 1952
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tremors followed for more than the Indo-Pakistani issue even- amendment Monday night the House put to a up-or-down
The National Earthquake issued a similar warning.
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H.H.B- 212th Group FA
EXTENDED FORECAST
Information Center (NEICi in
"Some wave action was two hours.
Chance of rain Friday ending Fort Lewis, Washington 98433 Rockville, Md., said the quake recorded at Shemya Island in
However, it was not felt at the meantime the United States queen's finances under direct Mansfield's amendment called
is trying to prevent West parliamentary control.
for a U.S. military withdrawal
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WASHINGTON (UPI) —Vice
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upper 50s Friday lowering to the President Spiro T. Agnew will in Tokyo in a special announceThe center of the earthquake has been He said he felt West ; a,Puppies, part
The Japanese weather station
Collie and because of the D.C. funds
upper 40s and low 50s Sunday. do the honors Thursday at the ment broadcast on radio and isaued as tidal wave, warnings was reported to he about 750 Pakistan co* continue as a
Lows in the mid as Friday annual lighting of the national television that the tenor at to all areas at -Japan's northern miles from Arathilka Island, .viable state without East 1-..abrador Retriever, fiVe weeks dispute the House never got the
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For information call 753-8973. legislation to the Senate.
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(Continued ou Page Twelve)
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waves. Authorities issued tidal and parts of Honshu; Japan's underground nuclear test.
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Jesus, The Perfect Man

Outdoor Lore
In the good old days before
the automobile destroyed the
remoteness of the countryside.
one of the favorite autumnal
diversions was "nut hunting."
On thew exciting occasions
children assembled like starlings to make long
excursions across the countryside in search of fruits of the
wild.
In that time hickory nuts,
walnuts, wild grapes, and other
such bounties of nature were
regarded as belonging to anybody and everybody, and few
landowners there were who objected to children romping over
their land gleaning this harvest.

(Reprinted, as written by the late C.P.J. Mooney for
The Commercial Appeal of Dec. 22, 1912.)
There is no other character in history like that of
Jesus.
As a preacher, as a doer of things, and as a
philosopher, no man ever had the sweep and the
vision of Jesus.
A human analysis of the human actions of Jesus
brings to view a rule of life that is amazing in its
perfect detail.
These expeditions had a
The system of ethics Jesus taught during His
earthly sojourn 2,000 years ago was true then, has particular charm. To be out in
been ti-- ;& t?' eVaitY century sinc.d. will be true the bright blue fall weather:, to
wander lonely, windswept
" 4
forever.
ridgetops where the hickory
Plato was a great thinker and learned in his age, trees grew; to follow cattle
but his teachings did not stand the test of time. In trails through old pasturefields
big things and in little things times and human ex- where the largest walnuts could
be found; and to scuff through
perience have shown that he erred.
Marcus Aurelius touched the reflective mind of the dead leaves along country
the world but he was as cold and austere as brown lanes bordered by hazelnut
bushes interlaced with wild
marble.
grape vines was a lot of fun'.
The doctrine of Confucious gave a great nation
moral and mental dry rot.
In addition to the-wealth of
The teachings of Buddha resulted in mental and delicious _walnuts.. hickory
nuts, persimmons. haws, paw
moral chaos that makes India derelict.
Motiammed offered a system of ethics which was
adopted by millions of people. Now their children
live in deserts where once there were cities, along
dry rivers where once there was moisture, and in the
shadows of gray, barren hills where once there was
greenness.
Thomas Aquinas was a profound philosopher, but
parts of his system have been abandoned.
Francis of Assisi was Christlike in saintliness, but
in some things he was childish.
Thomas A. Kempis' Imitation of Christ is a thing
of rare beauty and sympathy, but it is, as its name
indicates, only an imitation.
Sir Thomas More's Utopia is yet a dream that
cannot be realized.
Lord Bacon writing on chemistry and medicine
under the glasses of the man working in a twentieth
century laboratory is puerile.
, The world's most learned doctors until a hundred
: and fifty years ago gave dragon's blood and they
: ground dried tails of lizards and shells of eggs for
certain ailments. The great surgeons a hundred
:: years ago bled a man if he were wounded..
ii. Napoleon had the world at his feet for four years,
and when he died the world was going on its way as if
i he had never lived.
Jesus taught little as to property because He knew
, there were things or more importance than
1
• property. fie measured property and life, the body
:. and soul, at their exact relative value. He taught
! much as to character, because character is of more
:. importance than dollars.
, Other men taught us to develop systems of
.government. Jesus taught so as to perfect the minds
t of men. Jesus looked to the soul, while other men
dwelled on material things.
e After the experience
f
of 2,000 years no man can find
::. a flaw in the government system as outlined by
li.;. Jesus.
::. Czar and kaiser, president and socialist, give to
: Its complete merit their admiration.
•
No man today, no matter whether he follows the
doctrine of Mills, Marx or George as to property, can
find a false principle in Jesus' theory of property.
In the duty of a man to his fellow no sociologist has
, ever approximated the perfection of the doctrine
laid down by Jesus in His Sermon on the Mount.
:, Not all the investigation of chemists,
/
not all the
doveries of explorers, not all theexperience of
rulers. not all the historical facts that go to make up
the sum of human knowledge on this day in 1912 are
c in contradiction to one word uttered or one principle
laid down by Jesus.
The human experiences of 2,000 years show that
:
1... Jesus never made a mistake. Jesus never uttered a
k doctrine that was true at that time and then became
?, obsolete.
.; Jesus spoke the truth; He lived the truth, and truth
4:
1. is eternal.
History has no record of any other man leading a
perfect life or doing everything in logical order.
1 Jesus is the only person whose every action and
:.= whose every utterance strike a true note in the heart
'.' and mind of every man born of woman. He never
said a foolish thing, never did a foolish act and never
dissembled.
No poet, no dreamer, no philosopher loved
humanity with the love that Jesus bore toward all
men.
Who, then, was Jesus?
He could not have been merely a man, for there
never was a man who had two consecutive thoughts

f

r.

i

paws. and wild grapes to be
gathered for later eating, there
were often old abandoned
orchards to explore for apples.
These wild apples. although
often knotty and worm eaten.
were eaten on the spot and had

a tang and a flavor never to be
forgot ten.
On these excursions there
ssas also mystery and adventure. There were exciting
battles to be fought with
yellow jackets that angrily
contested --the pturAnig or
grapes in the fence rows. Sometimes there were encounters
with huge blacksnakes taking a
last sunbath on rockpiles
before hibernating for the
winter. Then there was the
wonder of strange tracks and
trails in the dust of the
lanes--trails and tracks of animals, insects, and birds also
out foraging in preparation for
the cold days to come.
When the automobile came
it _brought to an end the happy
diversion of autumnal nut
hunting and the freedom to
roam over the countryside. Unfortunately, these vehicles gave
mobility to hordes of marauders who had never before been
able to penetrate the hinterlands. After the fashidn. of
Attila the Hun, they tore down
fences, robbed orchards, shot
songbirds and livestock,
destroyed crops, and littered
-vesicles with pop
bottles, beer cans, and other
forms of offensive debris. With
his privacy thus grossly invaded
and his generosity overtaxed.
the farmer and landowner had
no other recourse than to take
drastic action.
As a consequence, "No
Trespassing" signs now sprout
everywhere-signs more than
often backed up by loaded
shotguns. and the old privilege
of wandering - where- one
pleased is now, no more. Fruits
of the wild, which . in the old
frontier tradition belonged to
everybody, are now considered
private property and are no
longer free for the taking.
Gone are the days.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

The Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church building, located
about twelve miles from Murray just off Highway 94 East, was
destroyed by fire on the night of December 12.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs. George Hart, James Blalock,
and Miss Rezina Senter, all of Murray, attended the meeting of
the First District Library Trustees Association held in Mayfield.
Bob Bowden, student at Virginia Tech, Blacksburgh, Va., is
spending his Christmas vacation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs,
Robert Bowden.
Danny Kaye and Dana Wynter in "On The Double" will play at
the Murray Drive In Theatre starting December 17.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER &

FILE

John Q. Barnett, age 75, died yesterday at the home of his
daughters, Mrs. Lorena Marshall and Mrs. Frances Burkeen of
Murray.
The Kirksey High School PTA will sponsor a "blind" basketball
tournament on December 31 and January 1 with Kirksey, Almo,
New Concord, and Lynn Grove teams participating. Kernie
Bailey and Larry Collie will be the officials.
Tom Lonardo and his orchestra will play for the Alpha Sigma
Alpha Mistletoe Ball on December 18.
Murray State University beat Morehead 74 to 62 in a basketball
game played. Beshear hit for nineteen points for Murray.

Bible Thought for Today
Whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be
saved—Romans 10:13
No one need miss heaven on this broad invitation.

isn't.. It The Tryth I
By Carl Riblet Jr.
If you have thought that it is difficult to separate a
miser from his money, then you haven't been one of
the many sorry creditors who have tried to wheedle,
fast-talk, squeeze or grab payment in money from
the treasury of the Democratic Party this year. On
the other hand, uncounted numbers of Republicanoriented lobbyists are waving money around in the
halls of Congress like it was being phased out of
buttoms---campaign buttons.
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SOLNDING BOARD

"Character is something that doesn't
stink, except when overly sweet or rotten."
—Dictionary of Opinions

absolutely in truthful perfection.
Jesus must have been what Christendom
proclaims Him to be—a divine being—or He could
not have been what He was. No mind but an infinite
mind could have left behind those things which Jesus
gave to the world as .a heritage.

p,

Air National
Guard Seeks
Girl Recruits
Louisville- The Kentucky Air
National Guard is seeking to
establish alirst" by recruiting a
group of u'to 10 women to go
through Air Force basic training
ILI a unit.
The National Guard Bureau in
the Pentagon has given approval or
to the idea, which would be called
the "Kentucky WAF Flight."
3
The group would also be the
first women to enlist in the
Kentucky Air National Guard
without prior experience in the
military service.
Plans now call for the Kentucky flight to leave for training
at Lackland Air Force Base,
Tex., in early spring. Success of
the idea will depend upon the
impact of actual recruiting.
"The work of women in the Air
Force (WAFs) can be most interesting and challenging," says
Col. Verne M. Yahne, commander of the Air Guard's
Louisville-based 123rd Tactical
Reconnaissance Wing.
"We presently have one
enlisted WAF," Col. Yahne said,
"who works as an administrative
specialist, and one nurse, who is
an officer in our Tactical Hospital
unit." He said two other nurses

have applied tor
the unit and their apptications

,cet?

Moscow, Peking could stifle
budding war in South Asia
NOWHERE in the world probably is the threat of war so imminent as along the distant borders between India and East
Pakistan.
And the ominous situation is
one for which the United States
cannot be blamed, although the
United States is involved. Both
India and Pakistan have received military necessities with
American trademarks.
Neither is it likely that the
United States can exert influence in the tangled web of na- .
tionalistic pride, jealousy and resentment to prevent a full-scale
war. U.S. support has been carefully impartial.
But the Soviet Union and Communist
China,
which
only
recently vowed its dedication to
peace with entry into the United
Nations, are in a position to assume a powerful peacekeeping
stance.
THE FAR EAST hatreds have
been simmering since Britain
pulled out of India in 1947, dividing the state of Bengal between
India and Pakistan more than
1,000 miles away.
The Bengalis, touchy and excitable, Hindu and
Moslem,
proved predictably to be no
more governable from Islamabad than they had been from
London.
But the forces of nationalism
prevailed over religious differences and early this year, the
proud Bengalis proclaimed a
unified Bangla Desh as suit's-

sot- to East Pakistan. The reaction in West Pakistan was 'a
massive resistance to the secession threat and thousands of
Bengalis have been slaughtered
by West Pakistan army troops.
Other thousands have sought
refuge in India, which is unable
economically to absorb the load
and unwilling philosophically to
opoose the independence move
in East Pakistan.
INDIA'S ARMED forces have
been assisting the East Pakistan
guerrillas,
• .
.
Communist China, still smarting from a border war with India a decade ago, has allied itself with the Pakistan government and is providing weapons
and other aid.
The Soviet Union reacted by
signing a "friendship treaty"
with India.
Neither the East Pakistan rebels, the West Pakistan government nor India"- can $.upport or
survive a war. Pleas from the
United States and the United Nations for restraint and non-military resolution to the controversies are aimed to prevent
destruction of all South Asia.
But the frustrations of Pakistan and the resentments of India have fed on the encouragement from the Communist
countries.
MOSCOW AND Peking can
best demonstrate their professions of peaceful goals by dealing forcefully with their new al-

are in process of being approved
at higher commands.
Openings exist for enlisted
women in many career fields,Col.
Yahne said. He mentioned in
particular administration, '
personnel, finance, supply,
photography and
medical
technology.
They can expect to be furnished
clothing, housing, meals, medical
care, and—in addition—$268 per
month in pay while attending
basic training. The Air National
Guard recruits without regard to
race,creed, color,sex, or country
of national origin .
•
Application standards are
almost the same as for menincluding the requirement of
graduation from high school and
age between 18 and 28. Women
under 21 must have parental
permission. All must pass certain
written tests.
The Kentucky Air National
Guard in Louisville is located on
Old
Grade Lane, and the
telephone la 366-0326. "Call and
ask for Nancy," Col. Yahne said.
IRISH TEMPER
I UPI) —MagisLONDON
trates placed
Christopher
O'Hara, 24, on probation for a
year Monday and ordered him
to pay damages to a Chinese
restaurant for setting fire to a
tablecloth because he was
disgruntled over slow service
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A thought for today. Presidont Thomas Jefferson said,
' When a man assumes a public
trust, he
should
consider
himself public property "
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A CRITICAb_ 1,00K--Tobacco buyers on the
Lexington market Carefully-ihspect one- of the many
crops sold during the first days of the young market
season. Even though poundageeos currently, running
several million pounds *hind last year, prices have
soared to better than $80 at most warehouses. (Pedro
Phcfto)
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The Almanac
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 15,
the 3490 day of 1971.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The
morning
stars
are
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
Those
.'born on this day are
under the sign of Sagittarius.
Alexandre Eiffel, creator of
the famed tower in Paris, was
born Dec. 15, 1882.
On this day in history
In 1791 the first 10 amendments of the Constitution,
known as the Bill of Rights,
went into effect after ratification by the state of Virginia.
In 1957 almost 1,400 persons
died when a series of earthquakes hit western Iran.
In 1986 Walt Disney, the
movie -cartoonist who made
Mickey Mouse and Donald
Duck famous, died at the age of
65,
In 1967 a bridge over the Ohio
River at Point Pleasant, W.Va.,
collapsed. The toll was finally
fixed at 46 dead.
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Rainbow For Girls
To Read Mail For
Westview Patients

ritucky• Air
seeking to
•ecruiting a
imen to go
iic training

Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls held its
regular meeting at the Masonic
Hall on Tuesday, December 7, at
seven o'clock in the evening.
Miss Janet Newberry, worthy
advisor, presided. The minutes
were read by Miss Pat Evans in
the absence of Miss Betsy Riley,
recorder.
The girls will read mail for the
patients at Westview Nursing
Home starting Wednesday,
December 15, until Christmas.
Plans were made
for a
Christmas party to be held at the
home of Miss Newberry on
Monday, December 20.
Members present were Vicki
Kalberer, Nita Atkins, Barbara
Sledd, Less Robertson, Leslie
Klein, Debbie Russell, Mary K.
Oakley, Jill Anderson, Janet
Newberry, Paula Cook, Kathy
Coleman, Irene Futrell, Pat
Evans, Kathy Higginbotham,
Dorisanna Steely, Cheryl Milam,
Jonie Scott, Phyllis Coleman,and
Joyce Winchester.
Adults present Mrs. Twila
Coleman, mother advisor, Mrs.
Lilian Robertson, and George R.
Williams. Miss Cindy Welch and
Miss Patty Welch from Germany
were guests.
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Golden Wedding Anniversary

Married Fifty Years

A parent's prayer
is a memorable one
By Abigail Van Buren

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Burkeero

DEAR ABBY: Two weeks ago I was flying from Los
Angeles to Chicago, and had as my seat partner, a soldier
on his way home from Viet Nam for a short leave.
Waiting for him at home was his young wife, a small
son, and a new baby daughter which he had never seen. His
enthusiasm was easy to share and we talked the whole way.
Before we parted, be smiled and said, "Thanks for
talking to me. You remind me so much of my Mom." Then
he added, "I have to go back to Viet Nam for five more
months, then I want to come back and be the best Daddy in
the world. May I share something with you?"
He then pulled from his wallet a well worn piece of
paper — or perhaps I should say TWO pieces, because it
had been literally worn in two and all around the edges. It
was something which he had torn from your column several
years ago, he said.
"I have read it over and over," he said, "and I want
to be that kind of parent."
I pray to a kind God to protect that young man, and
give him a chance to come back home The world needs
more parents who feel, that way. Thanks for printing it
again. It should )cie printed often.
JUST A "MOM" IN LONG BEACH, CAL

Mr. and Mrs. Crawford McClure
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford McClure, 607 South Ninth Street,
Murray, will be honored by their children and grandchildren with
a reception at the Community Room of the Murray Federal and
Savings Loan Association, Main and Seventh Streets, on Sunday,
December 26.
The occasion will be in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary. All friends and relatives are invited to call between
the hours of two-thirty and four-thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. McClure were married b y the late Johnny White
on December 25,1921,at the home of her parents, the late Andrew
and Della Starks Phelps. Their attendants were his sister, Mrs.
Willie McClure Williams, and her brother, Clyde Phelps.
Mr. McClure, employed in the athletic equipment department
of Murray Murray State University, is the son of the late George
and Emma Vehine McClure. They attend the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
. Their children are Edward McClure of Benton, Charles McWyatt of Alrno Route
{lure of Taylor, Mich., Mrs. John Sarh)1
One, Mrs. Ewing ( Youlanda Stubblefield of Hazel Route Two,
and Mrs. Will T.( Nancy ) Winchester of Bell, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. McClure have seventeen grandchildren and six
great grandchildren.

Edgar Wilkinson's
Honored On Their
50th Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wilkinson
of 308 South 16th Street, Murray,
were honored with a dinner in the
Shelby Room of the Kentucky
Inn, Shelbyville, on Sunday
evening, December 12, in
celebration of their 50th anniversary.
Hosts for the festive occasion
were their son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. John
Gentry.
Mrs. Wilkinson was presented
with a yellow rose corsage and
Mr. Wilkinson was presented
with a yellow rose boutoniere.
The table held a centerpiece of
gold and a large gold anniversary
candle.
The couple was married on
December 20, 1921, at Paris,
Tenn., with Bro. T. L. Shelton
officiating. Mrs. Ray Tatum
(Grace McClard) and Milburn
Holland were their attendants.
Mrs. Wilkinson is the daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Hillman and Mr. Wilkinson is
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Wilkinson. They have one
daughter, Mrs. Gentry, four
grandchildren, and three great
grandchildren.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Burkeen of Dexter Route One will celebrate
their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, December 26, at
their home on Kentucky Highway 464, east of Almo in the Shiloh
Community.
The Burkeens and their family invite their neighbors and
friends to visit them at their home from one to five o'clock in the
afternoon on December 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Burkeen were married December 25, 1921 in
Murray by Brother Mac Pool. Obed Darnell and Bessie Holland
A PARENT'S PRAYER
were their attendants.
Winners at the Murray Open
"OH, GOD, make me a better parent. Help me to unMrs. Burkeen is the daughter of the late Lynn and Betty DarDuplicate Bridge Club last week
have
they
to
what
patiently
listen
children,
to
derstand
my
nell. Mr. Burkeen is the son of the late Mann and Lucy Burkeen.
were Mr. and Mrs. Henry Holton,
to say and to understand all their questions kindly. Keep
The couple have five children: Mrs. Howard ( Brooksie Nell)
first, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
conand
to
them
talking
back
them,
interrupting
me
from
Belcher of Belleville, Ill., A. L. Burkeen and Dale Burkeen of
Rang, second.
tradicting them. Make me as courteous to them as I would
The wedding plans of Miss Murray Route Three, Eulane Burkeen of Cadiz, and Donald
The club will meet tonight
confess my
courage
to
me
the
Give
have
them
be
to
me.
Leslie Furgerson, daughter of Burkeen of Union Lake, Mich They also have nine grand(Wednesday) at seven p.m. at
sins against my children and ask them forgiveness, when I
Mrs. Mary D. Browder of
Mr. and Mrs. William W. children.
Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
know that I have done wrong.
Furgerson, and Hal Kemp, son of
The Executive Board of the Lexington was the guest Sunday Church. All interested persons
I not vainly hurt the feelings of my children.
"May
Mrs. Effie Kemp of Paducah and
Imo School Parent-Teacher of Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis, are invited and may call Wallace
Forbid that I should laugh at their mistakes, or resort to
the late James Kemp have been
ssociation held its monthly
child
a
tempt
Swan for information.
pot
shame and ridicule as punishment. Let me
Mrs. Clara Tucker is now
completed.
ting at the school on Monday,
to lie and steal. So guide me hour by hour that I may demonUniversity Of Kentucky
The ceremony Will take place
December 6, at one-thirty o'clock recuperating at her home after
fees in your community? What
strate by all I say and do that honesty produces happiness_
having undergone surgery at
County Ext. Agents
on Thursday, December 23, at
the afternoon.
types of surgical services does
to
cease
I
me.
May
meanness
in
"Reduce, I pray, the
Hospital, Paducah, on
Lourdes
McGinnis,
For Home Economics
M.D.
o'clock in the evening in the
Mrs.
the policy help pay for? What
hold
nag; and when I am out of sorts, help me, 0 Lord, to
Tuesday,
December 7.
board
The
presided.
esident,
sanctuary of the First United
exist?
—
benefit limitations
my tongue. Blind me to the little errors of my children and
Methodist Church. Dr. Samuel Half of the people in the U. S. Berletta Wrather, 209 Maple St.,
ussed what the PTA can do
me
a
Give
do.
they
that
things
help me to see the good
When braising a large piece of
Johnny C. Ramsey of Dexter
R. Dodson, Jr., will perform the are getting diets that are rated Murray, Ky. 42071
or the school, and the country
ready word for honest praise.
meat, place it on a wire round
been
dismissed
Route
One
has
fair or poor by the National
held.
musical
to
be
double ring service.
"Help me to treat my children as those of their own age,
The devotional reading from from Western Baptist Hospital, rack or a trivet in the kettle and
Miss Georgianrui Furgerson Research Council. A U.S.D.A. Want a fur bedspread? Plush
but let me not exact of them the judgments and conventhen add the liquid. If you have
Ephesians 6:1-13 was given by Paducah.
will be her sister's maid of honor survey shows that U. S. family acrylic pile is a good substitute.
tions of adults. Allow me not to rob them of the opportunity
a round range-top baker, it may
followed
by
Walters
Jerry
and Miss Jennifer McClannahan diets aren't even as good as they Looks like a fuzzy cousin, and
Mrs.
make
and
to
choose.
to wait upon themselves, to think, to
be that the rack from it will fit
Wilfred
of
Bernice
Walker.
Mrs.
Joe
Mrs.
prayer
by
will be the bridesmaid She will were 15 years ago' High income being machine washable, is more
their own decisions.
your kettle.
Eight
has
been
a
Murray
Route
Mesdames
be given in marriage by her families get less food value for practical.
Those present were
The fake fur is
"Forbid that I should ever punish them for my selfish
their money than low income brighter, too, with a color cast of
McGinnis, Walters, Walker, patient at the Western Baptist
father.
satisfaction. May I grant them all their wishes that are
Spoon extra leftover poultry
Kenneth Starks, Buel Hargis, and Hospital, Paducah.
Robert Baker, brother-in-law families. —Maxine Griffin, balck, blue, hot pink and orange.
reasonable and have the courage always to withhold a prividressing into a casserole that
of the groom-elect, will serve as Federal Bldg., Clinton,Ky. 4201P2S —Dean Roper. Mayfield, 1(y. lege which I know will do them harm.
Wayne Turner.
There are more than 200 sluts , has been greased. Siesta it with
best man, and Wes Furgerson, Phone-653-2231
Courthouse, Phone...247-2334
"Make me so fair and just, so considerate and compancies of insects who have develgiblet broth or with drippings
Lower
temperatures
esteem
advised
genuine
brother of the bride-elect, will be
ionable to my children that they will have
oped a resistance to the insecti- from the pan the fowl was roastin
most
meat
cookers result in
CHECK YOUR BATHROOM For safety, enclose Christmas
the groomsman.
for me. Fit me to be loved and imitated by my children.
cides intended to destroy them;
ed in. Cover the casserole if the
greater juiciness and better
Oh, God, do give me calm and poise and self-control."
Miss Kimber LeAnn Baker STORAGE— 1. Can you store in candles in hurricane amps. Soot
105 of these insects are disease
dressing seems to be getting dry.
yield.
MYERS
C.
the
GARRY
bathroom
all
the supplies and and candle drippff4:s can be
will be the flower girl and Master
carriers.
Steven Baker will be the ring equipment you use there such as: washed off glass chimneys with
editor of Highlights for
co-founder
and
was
Myers
Dr
bearer. They are the niece and bath linens, toiletries and per- hot soap or detergent suds—in the
Children, a magazine for children, founded in 1946. Dr.
sonal supplies, medical supplies, dishpan, right along with ash
nephew of the groom-elect.
Myers died July 19, 1971, and his widow, Caroline Clark
Miss Susan Hale and Mrs. reserve soap, toilet and facile trays and other holiday accontinues to crirry on the publication in her late
Myers,
Vernon Shown will present vocal tissue, supplies for cleaning the cessories that need daily sudhusband's fine tradition.
soiled
clothing
and
linen?
2.
Are
music with Mrs. Richard Farrell
sings. —Mrs. Mildred W. Potts,
as the organist. Mrs. James things stored where they are used La Center, Ky. 42056 Phone: 605Boone will be in charge of the and so they can easily be 5671
reached? 3. Is there counter or
wedding and the reception.
Immediately following the shelf space for toilet articles
ceremony the reception will be while they are in use? 4. Can
seven p.m. Each one is to bring a
Wednesday. December 15
held in the social hall of the chikiren reach supplies they use
Stand up—
fifty cent gift. Special guest will
Swiss
in
the
bathroom? 5. Are poisons
The WSCS of the Coles Camp
church. Misses Judy Adams,
pinch your tummy Marshall
Jones,
wife
of
a
be
Mrs.
discovery makes
Ground United Methodist Church
Susan Hale, Celia Simmons, Rita stored out of reach to small
can you hold a fold
retired U. S. Ambassador.
will meet at the home of Mrs. Bill
Harris, and Carmen Lisa Lovett ctdkiren? 6. Is a laundry hamper
of flesh ?Bad,
every woman's "
Members are urged to bring
very had.
will assist at the reception. Also or chute convenient to the des
Williams at 6:30 p.m.
dream come true!
guests and to note change in
serving at the wedding event will bathroom? 7. Is towel hanging
The Murray High School regular meeting date.
be Mrs. Purdom Lovett, Mrs. space adequate? 8. Is there a
place
Students will present a
to
hang
robes
Choral
and other
Carl Oakley, Mrs. Ted Billington,
Spare lire'!
garments? —Juanita Amonett.,
Christmas concert in the Middle The Friendship Sunday School
and Mrs. John McCage.
United
the
First
Class
of
If you can't see your ribs
School auditorium at 7.30 p.m.
No in town invitations are being Courthouse, Paducah, Ky. 42001
you're overweight.
Church will have a
Methodist
Phone:
442-2718
sent and all friends and relatives
The Wadesboro Homemakers Christmas potluck dinner at the
Sorry,
of the couple are invited to attend
but it's
ub will meet at the Colonial social hall at six p.m. The meat
SURGICAL
INthe wedding and the reception. YOUR
true.
ouse Smorgasbord at eleven will be furnished.
SURANCE CHECK-UP —Are the
m.
benefits in line with surgeons'
Judging for the homes entered
The J. N. Williams Chapter of in the Christmas Decoration
at
luncheon
UDC will have a
contest in Murray and within one
the home of Mrs. John J Livesay mile of the city limits will be held
at noon with Mrs. Douglas from six to nine p.m. on today
Shoemaker as co hostess.
and December 18 and 19. Homes
The December meeting of the
may be entered by calling
Look
The Baptist Women of the Elm Mesdames James Byrn, Harold
AT HOME —A cozy design
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority
at the back of your thighs,
meet
will
entertaining
Church
for
hearthside
Grove Baptist
Alumnae Chapter was held
arc they good grief creepy?
Douglas, Humphrey, or Yandal
is this one-piece hostess
Bulge, when- you sit?
Thursday evening, December 9, Dr. Raymond Carter presented ensemble with the look of at the church for a mission study Wrather.
the program at the Christmas
They shouldn't.
at the home of Mrs. Heron West,
separates. Colorful cotton at seven p.m.
luncheon held by the South paisley shapes long flowing
1301 Olive Boulevard.
Sunday, Drcespber 19
Murray Homemakers Club at the sleeves and a quiljaci skirt,
Thursday, Deeembes. 16
A potluck dinner was enjoyed
while cotton velveteen gives
Mr. and Mrs. royd T. RatGUARANTEED
meeting
held
at
the
Holiday
Inn
IF YOU QUALIFY FOR
at
meet
will
Club
The
Magazine
atChristmas
in the lovely
on Wednesday, December 8, at a vest effect to the Royal the home of Mrs. Ralph Woods at terree of Hazel Route Two will be
WEIGHT LOSS
Trims' Accelerated
THE ABOVE CALL,753-2962
mosphere of Mrs. West's home.
Robes design.
house in
eleven-thirty o'clock in the
IN WRITING)
Therapy treatments to
2.30 p.m with Mrs. Charles M. honored at an open
Mrs. Richard Knight, president
NOW
FOR
FREE
FIGURE
at) Pills NO DRUGS
celebration of their 50th wedding
the last 20 semen tak ng
morning.
speaker
Baker
as
guest
that
the
reported
of the chapter,
ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION
EXERCISE OR CALORIE
on Course as a result
anniversary at the Community
The guest speaker reviewed
homecoming breakfast which
et this advertiseMeut
COUNTING'
No
511
Chapter
Temple
Hill
Room
First
Federal
at
the
two
special
Christmas
stories
at
Smoked Tongue
was initiated this fall, was
OES is scheduled to meet at the Savings and Loan Copany from
the luncheon meeting.
Raisin
Sauce
Phyll's
well
by
extremely
received
two to five p.m.
Mrs. Claude Miller gave the Mashed Potatoes Green Beans Masonic Hall at 7.30 pm
alumnae returning to the camBread Tray
devotion on "A New Light For Salad Bowl
pus.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Wright
Beverage
Co ity
The World" with the scripture Pound Cake
The
Calloway
Representing the collegiate reading from the second chapter
PHYLL'S RAISIN SAUCE
of Murray Route Five will be
Association of Retarded Childr
chapter, Charlotte Bryant in- of Luke.
A sweet topping for tongue.
will meet at Robertson School at honored with a tea in celebration
formed those attending about the During the recreational period,
/
1
2 cup raisins
7:30 p.m. for a Christmas of their 25 wedding anniversar7,
campus group's activities of the Mrs. S. C. Colson conducted
I% cups apple cider
Mrs. Susan at the home of their daughter.
program
by
semester.
1 tablespoon cornstarch
Why Not a Shapemakers
games with Mrs. Perry Cavitt,
Hargrove's class. Note change in Mrs. Dan Kelly, 1604 Miller
1 teaspoon dry mustard
Avenue, from two to four p.m.
date.
Mrs. Sally Crass, recently Mrs. Brent Manning, jind Mrs.
1 -3rd cup firmly packed dark
Gift Certificate
Young Kenneth Owen being the brown sugar
named Outstanding
Friday, December 17
Smith of '
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
Phone 753-2962
Woman of Kentucky by the 1971 recipients of the prizes which
2 tab)esprxins cider vinegar
The Fidelis Sunda) School Almo will be honored with a
volume of Outstanding Young were the special Christmas table
2 tablespoons diced preserved
Church
Baptist
of the First
reception at the Southside
Women of America was selected decorations made by Mrs. Harold ginger
will have a potluck luncheon at Restaurarg, Murray, from two to
as the alumnae chapter's Eversrneyer
Simmer raisins in apple cider
Waters at four p.m. in Celebration of their
ex- for 10 minutes. Stir together the the home of Mrs. Mina
nominee for Sigma Sigma Christmas gifts were
11:30
a
m
50th wedding anniversary.
Sigma's Outstanding Alumnae changed. Luncheon was served cornstarch, mustard and sugar;
-to the fifteen members and one stir in cider vinegar until
Award.
3 mi. East of Murray
smooth, stir into raisin mixMr arid Mrs. Bob Cook of Hazel
guest, Dr. Carter.
The Business and Professioruil will be honored with an open
on Hwy. 94
Two members, Mrs. Jim Hall The next meeting will be held ture. Cook, stirring constantly,
stir Women's Club will meet at the house in celebration of their 25th
and Mrs. George Coryell, at- on Wednesday, January 12, at the until thickened and clear;
MURRAY, KY.
Makes Community Room of the Murray wedding anniversary from two to
tended their final meeting. Both home of Mrs. Bill Britton, In ginger. Serve hot.
cups.
2
,about
at
Lo'an
Savings
Federal
and
four
soon.
p.m
at
their
home.
town
out
of
Mayfield.
are moving

Plans Completed By
Leslie Furgerson
For Her Wedding

Almo PTA Board
Has Regular Meet

Open Bridge Club
Meets Here Tonight

Ap.\

Coffee Cup Chatter

Hints For
Housewives

Three quick waysto check
if you're overweight.

i

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Dr. Carter Gives
Chapter Meets At
Program At South
Home of Mrs. West
Murray Club Meet

FREE!

Saturday Dinner

One quick and easy way to
Lose weight.
? CHRISTMAS ?

Gain a new outlook on<life and feel better! Call Now ...

pemakem

753-2962
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Joe Morgan
Named To
Bucs Staff

Murray High Evens Record
At 2-2 With Win At Benton
By MIKE BRANDON
Coach Bob Toon's Murray
High Tigers traveled to Benton
last night and evened their
record at two wins and two

Dallas Falls
To Indiana
In ABA Action
By United Press International
The Chaparrals' decision to
play on one home court instead
of last year's three friendly
arenas isn't working out. Dallas
played before only 949 fans
uesday night, the club's lowestat
tendance figure in five years.
The attending throng saw
Dallas take a one-point lead
over Indiana with five minutes
remaining and then lose a 10798 decision „Lto the Pacers.
Roger Brbwn hit a trio of
three-point field goals and
scored 29 points for Indiana,
Mel Daniels netted 27 and
grabbed 21 rebounds. Steve
Jones had 24 points for the
Chaps.
Rick Barry scored 48 points
for New York but the Nets still
..iitio4kion-a•119-118 decision to
* Denver. Barry became the
third player in the Americxn
Basketball Association to score
over 10,007 points as a pro.
Barry's total includes his stay
in the National Basketball
Association, as does the point
total of Utah's Zelmo Beaty
and Virginia's Ray Scott. Ralph
Simpson led Denver with 42
points.
Carolina cracked Virginia's
four-game winning streak, 125111, behind the 39-point scoring
of Jim McDaniels, who also
collected 23 rebounds. Julius
Erving scored 30 points for the
losing Squires and Charlie Scott
netted 22 as Virginia narrowed
a 19-point fourth quarter deficit
to four at the buzzer.
George Thompson rallied
Pittsburgh with eight of his 33
points in the final two minutes
as the Condors extended their
winning streak to five games
by edging the Memphis Pros,
130-128. John Brisker paced the
Condors with 34 points. Rookie
Johnny Neumann led the Pros
witli V points.

hisses by slipping past the
Indians 58-48.
The Tigers grabbed the lead in
the first quarter and never
trailed during the ballgame.
Action was rather slow in the
first quarter that ended with
Murray leading 11-6.
The pace picked up quite a bit
in the second stanza when
reserve Mike Cathey came in.
With the score tied at 16 apiece
Cathey stole and hit on a drive to
put the Tigers on top for good.
Benton added a free throw and
then speedy Ray Lane stole the
ball twice and hit on drives to
put Murray in front 22-17.
The Tiger rally kept on as
Cathey popped two 15 footers
and Tyrone McCuiston hit from
under the basket to make it 2817. Clapp converted a free throw
for Benton before Cathey hit
from 20 feet out just before the
buzzer sounded to give the
Tigers a 30-18 lead at
intermission.
Cathy led the scoring by firing
in
eight
points.
Porter
McCuiston grabbed 10 rebounds
in the half as the Tigers
outrebounded the Indians 22-17.
Murray connected on 13 of 34
attempts from the floor in the
half for a .382 clip.
The third quarter fa=:-.%.
teams trading baskets evenly.
The largest lead of the quarter
came when Dean Willis scored
on a driving layup to put the
Tigers in front 44-31. The
quarter ended with Murray
leading 48-36.
The Tigers
widened the
margin somewhat in the
opening minutes of the final
frame. Luther and Cathey each*
swished 20 footers while Landolt
coverted a charity toss to put the
Tigers up by a 53-36 score.
Benton fought back to within
eight points but the game was

never really in doubt as the
Tigers captured the 10 point
victory.
Cathey turned in a brillant
performance as the 5-11 junior
guard fired in 16 points to
capture individual scoring
honors. Dean Willis also played
a fine ballgame and scored 11
points during his period of play.
Porter McCuiston just missed
double figures as the 6-2 senior
finished the night with nine
points and 17 rebounds.
Tyrone McCuiston, suffering
from an ankle injury, played
only a few minutes in the game.
Hopefully, he will be ready for
the tournament Friday night.
The Tiger "B" team kept their
season record perfect by
winning their fourth straight
tilt. The Tigers shot 11 of 14 in
the
final
quarter
and
demolished Benton 67-39. The
game was relatively close
during the first half but a strong
second half rally provided the
spark needed to turn the game
into a massacre.
Willis fired in 18 points to lead
the Tiger scoring. Lane chipped
in with 12 while Cathey and
Hudspeth each had 10 and Scott
8. ReSig scored five while Dick
and Lanning rounded out the
4;0-with two points apiece.
The Tigers will participate in
the Calloway County High
School Tournament this Friday
and Saturday.
SCORING
Murray
11 19 18 10-58
Benton
6 12 18 12-48
Murray(88)-Cathey 16, P.
McCuiston 9, Willis 11, Landolt
6, T. McCuiston 2, Luther 4,
Lane 4, Bramley 4, A. Lanning 2
and D. I...Vining.
Bentou(4/1)-Epps 9, Cole 3,
Gordon 12, Caruso 7, Clapp 4,
Bennet 6 and Edwards 7.

Murray State's Racers, 3-1 Williams, Mancini, and Starks,
following Monday night's win have hit at least 50 percent of
over Western Carolina, will play their field goal attempts. The
at Bradley tonight. The Braves team shooting percentage is
are 3-1 with wins over Culver- also 50.0. The Racers have
Stockton, Minnesota, and averaged 81.3 points and 42.7
Mississippi and a loss to rebounds a game to their
Vanderbilt.
opponents' 73.6 and 40.3.
The Racers dropped Illinois
Murray has beaten Bradley
State 85-74 last Saturday, hitting three straight games but the
almost 50 percent of their field Braves still lead the series 6-3.
goal attempts and holding Murray won 79-71 in overtime
Illinois State to 39 percent with a last season.
sticky defense.
Cocah Cal Luther called the CALDER'S HAT TRICK
EAST
LANSING, Mich.
victory the best game of the
season for the Racers and (UPI) -Sophomore Mark Calreported he was quite p pleased der's hat trick Sunday powered
with his team's defense and Michigan State to a 6-3 Western
improved shooting. "We also Collegiate Hockey Association
got good play from our bench," victory over Denver University.
he said. "However, we're still Calder scored a pair of goals
making far too many mistakes. within 41 seconds of each other
We won't be able to stay in the in the second period and added
game with Bradley unless we his third two and a half
quit turning the ball over so
minutes into the final period.
much."
Luther scouted Bradley in its
one-point loss to Varitierbillanti
Texas falconers can now hunt
said he was most impressed
with the Braves. "They're big any wild game bird, wild game
and really tough on the boards animal or fur bearer with their
and on defense," he said, "and birds during the regular open
season
they make few mistakes."
Les Taylor scored 24 points
against Illinois State adn
continues to pace the Racers in
scoring with a 26.6 average.
Ron Williams has averaged 17.3,
Bill Mancini 12.0, Marcelous
Starks 9.0, and Steve Barrett 7.6.
Mancini leads ia_rebounding
with 11 a game. Starks has
averaged 10.2 and Taylor 7.6.
Geisha
Four of the Racers, Taylor,

PITTSBURGH UPI) -Joe
Morgan, manager of the
Pittsburgh Pirates' top Triple-A
farm club the past two seasons,
was named Tuesday to the
Pirates' coaching staff for the
1972 season.
Morgan, 41, a former infielder who played 88 games with
five teams during a brief major
league career, will fill the
vacancy created when batting
coach Bill Virdon was named
as manager, succeeding Danny
Mur taugh.
The other coaches, all holdovers, are Don Osborn, Frank
Oceak, Don Leppert and Dave
Ricketts.

During his career in the
majors, Morgan played with
Kansas City, Milwaukee, Cleveland, Philadelphia and St. Louis
between 1959 and 1964.
He managed Pittsburgh farm
clubs at Raleigh, N.C.
)in 1966
and 1967, at York, Pa. in 1968
and 1969, at Columbus, Ohio, in
1970 and at Charleston, W. Va.
in 1971.

quickly
Smith scored 23 points,
grabbed 22 rebounds and
blocked 10 shots Tuesday night
as Buffalo posted its first
victory over Philadelphia since
entering tine leap's. The 117410

8. DON CARR
DOE TWENTY TEAMS - DECEMBER 12, 1971.
U. C. L. A.
MARQUETTE
FLORIDA STATE
NORTH CAROLINA
LOUISVILLE
ST. JOHNS-N.Y.
SOUTH CAROLINA
KENTUCKY
S. W. LOUISIANA
PRINCETON

97.9
96.0
95.5
95.4
95.3
94.4
94.1
92.7
92.2
92.1

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-

ARIZONA STATE
BRIGHAM YOUNG
PENNSYLVANIA
TENNESSEE
LONG BEACH STATE
ST. BONAVENTURE
SO. CALIFORNIA
OHIO STATE
DOUORADO STATE
VIRGINIA

-192.0
- 91.5
- 91.3
- 91.2
- 91.0
- 90.3
89.9
89.8
89.6
89.3

MAJOR COLLEGE GAMES OF DECEMBER 18. 1971:
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
ARIZONA STATE
8
NEW MEXICO STATE
SOUTH CAROLINA
20
VIRGINIA TECH
AUBURN
6
XAVIER-OHIO
SOUTHERN COLORADO 12
NORTHERN ARIZONA
BALL STATE
KEN YON
22
S. M. U.
I
GEORGIA TECH
BOSTON COLLEGE
15
LeMOYNE.NEW YORK
STANFORD
10
SAN JOSE STATE
BRADLEY
40
GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS
STETSON
1
TENNESSEE TECH
CANISIUS
16
WAYNE-MICHIGAN
TOLEDO
3
MORRIS HARVEY
DARTMOUTH
5
SETON HALL
TRINITY -TEXAS
10
S. W. MISSOURI
DAYTON
3
MIAMI-OHIO
TULSA
5
TEXAS TECH
EAST CAROLINA
3
CITADEL
UTAH STATE
16
KENT STATE
FLORIDA
2
ARMY
VILLANOVA
36
NORTH DAKOTA STATE
HAWAII
1
FLORIDA STATE
WASHINGTON
3
KANSAS STATE
HOLY CROSS
28
CONNECTICUT
WESTERN MICHIGAN
II
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
INDIANA
MOTEL DAME
WICHITA
14
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
INDIANA STATE
CLEMSON
WISCONSIN
4
PITTSBURGH
IONA
12
SIENA
WYOMING
25
NORTHERN COLORADO
IOWA
IOWA STATE
5
TOURNAMENTS OF 12-17 6 18-71.
JACKSONVILLE-FLA. 19
WILLIAM A. MARY
BIG FOUR:
LAMAR UNIVERSITY
29
TEXAS LUTHERAN
DUKE
76.8
NO. CARO. ST.--68.7
LONG ISLAND
8
C. C. N. Y.
NO.CAROLINA
95.4
WAKE FOREST----84.5
LOYOLA-N.O.
33
GEORGIA STATE
HUSKER CLASSIC:
MANHATTAN
WAGNER
BAYLOR
20
79.0
LaSALLE
71.2
PENNI=
19
FOR DRUM
IDAHO
62.2
NEBRASKA
74.6+
HAS
HARVARD
1
IA? HAWK CLASSIC.
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
FLORENCE STATE
BRIGHAM YOUNG-91.5
KANSAS
84.9.
3
ORAL ROBERTS
05.6
MURRAY
CINCINNATI
SO. CALIFORNIA-89.9
NORTHWESTERN
VALPARIASO
U. K. I. T.
18
CALIFORNIA
OHIO STATE
19
BUTLER
83.5
MISSOURI
82.3
OREGON
KENTUCKY
9
WEBER STATE
92.7. PRINCETON
92.1
OREGON STATE
17
PORTLAND
MARSHALL INVITATIONAL
PACIFIC
MARSHALL
85.8+ RHODE ISLAND---81.2
20
SAN FERNANDO
PENNSYLVANIA
8
TEMPLE
KISS. STATE----74.7
ST. JOHNS-N.Y.-94.4
PEPPERDINE
SOUTH ALABAMA
SUN BOWL.
9
PROVIDENCE
.4
0.PAUL
ARIZONA STATE--92.0
LOYOLA-ILL.---70.9
RUTGERS
82.3+ MEMPHIS STATE-87.0
SYRACUSE
EL PASO
ST. BONAVENTURE
BOWLING GREEN
UTAH CLASSIC:
ST. FRANCIS-N.Y.
.7
QUEENS
OKLAHOMA CITY-70.2
WASHINGTON 57 .77
ST. JOSEPHS-PA.
3
NIAGARA
85-7. YALE
62.8
UTAH
ST. MARYS-CALIF.
34
SOUTHERN OREGON
VOLUNTEER CLASSIC:
SANTA.koakei
PENN STATE
1"
RIVERSIDE
COLORADO ST. ---89.6
88.5
SEATTLE
TENNESSEE
5
MONTANA STATE
MICHIGAN STATE-76.5
91.2+
OTHER GAMES OF DECEMBER 18. 1971:
AKRON
CEDARVILLE
15
ILLINOIS WESLEYAN
OHIO DOMINICAN
23
ARKANSAS A M 6
19
14
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
PHILANDER SMITH
OLD DOMINION
AS
KANSAS Gin
4E
ALDERSON BROADDUS
OTTAWA-KANSAS
1
BELHAvEN
FRAMINGHAM
BAPTIST
CHRISTIAN
PLYMOUTH
25
'
8551021
7.20,
39
NORTH ADAMS
MARY COLLEGE
RH. ISLAND COL.
BLUEFIELD
HAMPDEN SYDNEY
29
PIKEVILLE
ROANOKE
BOSTON STATE
THOI-1AS
SALEM-MASS.
ROGER WILLIAMS
38
CARROLL-MONTANA
LEHMAN
SOUTHERN UTAH
SACRED HEART-CONN. 23
CENTRAL CONS.
OCCIDENTAL
BROOKLYN COLLEGE
SEATTLE PACIFIC
25
2t
C. W. POST
26
S. W. MINNESOTA
HUNTER
SOUTH DAKOTA ST.
DRURY
BAKER
12
SOUTHWESTERN-KANS. S. W. BAPTIST
EARLHAM
FRANKLIN
29
SOUTHEASTERN MASS.
STONE HILL
ILLIN1
IN
.; EASTERN
NtSEPHS IND.
SUPERIOR STATE
STOUT STATE
29
EAU CLAIRE
EASTERN MiCHIGAN
METRO STATE
29
TARKI0
EVANSVILLE
INDIANA CENTRAL
DAVID LIPSCOMB
WEST FLORIDA
14
• GRAMBLING
WILEY
WESTMINSTER -UTAH
WESTERN MONTANA
3
GRAND GAHM%
WESTERN NEW MEXICO WESTERN NEW ENG.
FITCHBURG
33
GREAT FALLS
MoNIANA
SUSQUEHANNA
WILKES
17
HAMPTON
EBRII,ToPNER NE4OR.1 WOOSILR
WILBERFORCE
23
HENDERSON
LAM131
PRO FOOTBALL OF 12- 18-7 1
HOUSTON BAPTIST
21
NORTH PARK
DALLAS
ST. LOUIS
10
HUNTINGTON
CALUMET
PRO FOOTBALL OF 11-19.71;
14,
INDIANA TECH
ST. FRANCIS I'
I. 1114183.
NEW ENGLAND
,21
i
TRANSYLVANIA
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN
SAN DIEGO
12
SOCTHERNJE,
LAGRANGE
17
BUFFALO
LOUISIANA COLLEGE
N. E. LOITtiBIA
ANEEW,
PITTSBURLII
7
EDWARDSVILLF
LOUISIANA TECH
3P
AMI
GREEN BAY
.0
21
FORT WAYNE-I ;
HARIAN
INNESOIA
CHICAGO .
BELLEVUE
HARYMOUNT
-W ORLEANS
ATLAN1A
1
4.'4 YORK ElAttr3.
NORTHWESTERN -w.
31
MILTON
MilLAUGLMIA
IN
CORMS CPRISII
YORK tErs
NEW ORLEANS
LINCINNAI1
IN
JOHN JAY
NEW YORK TECH
-ALAND
DENVER
7
ANDERSON
.14 FRINCIS,o
WAIIHERN KENTUCKY 12
OETROII
to PARKSIDE
WASHINLIO6
- NORTHERN MII.HIGNk*
LLEVEEANO
7
RD 7
n1re.775
M1SSED-12;4
cOPYRIGHT 4971 RI 141. LARK RA -MIES NEKVIa

Sm

Porl

Pori

Ten
Ree

Bac

T1

KENTUCKY SCORE-University of Kentucky center Jim
Andrews leaps over Indiana's Steve Dowing as Kentililsy't
trey c.,1,; non oi Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Key of Hazel, looks' on in
action in Saturday night's Indiana win over Kentucky in double
-overtime, 90-89. Dewing had 47 points and 25 rebounds, while
Andrews led Kentucky with 22 points.
Associated Press Photo

-4X

Swanns Mcirket.
11 oz can

Mandarin Oranges

1 Geisha

Elmore Smith is only in his
fourth year of competitive
basketball and has a lot to
learn. The Philadelphia 76ers,
however, think the 7-foot
Buffalo Braves' center is
grasping the fundamentals too

BA

Morgan, a graduate of Boston
College, who lives in Walpole,
Mass., will work primarily with
the Pittsburgh infielders and
will also serve as a batting
coach.

Elmore Smith Leads Buffalo To
Victory Over Philadelphia Tuesday Pineapple

THE CARR RATINGS
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10-

Racers Travel To
Bradley Tonight

Or
fc
DI
The
Oni
* u.s

decision kept the 76ers from
gaining ground in the Atlantic
Division.
"I've got a lot to learn about
playing offense," Smith admits,
hrough he did hit on 11-of-17
Apts. Smith as never a
regular.. in high school and
became a starter for the first
time as a Kentucky State
sophomore.
"Elmore has always been
good defensively," says Buffalo
coach Johnny McCarthy. "He
blocked 11 shots in one other
game this season. He'll develop
into a top offensive player
because he's got all the shots.
He just hasn't played enough
basketball."
Walt Hazzard led Buffalo
with 26 points, while Billy
Cunningham of Philadelphia
posted a game high 29. Hal
Greer scored 17 for the 76ers,
giving him a career total of
20,883 to move ahead of Bob
Pettit into fifth place on the alltime NBA scoring list.
Los Angeles won its 22nd
consecutive game by beating
Portland 129-114, Milwaukee
topped Houston 106-98, Boston
clipped Chicago 116-108, Phoenix stopped New York 110-100,
Seattle clobbered Detroit 103-86
and Cleveland downed Baltimore 88-85.
The Lakers boosted their
NBA record streak to 22 with a
balanced attack that wore down
the Trail Blazers. Wilt Chamberlain and Gail Goodrich had
24 points each, Jerry West had
23, Happy Hairston 22 and Jim
McMillian 20. Sidney Wicks led
the Blazers_ with 31.
Kareert1 Abdul-Jabbar came
off the bench with five fouls in
the fourth period to draw
Milwaukee away from a
rallying Houston club that crept
within four points. Kareem had
26 points for the game, but it
was Oscar Robertson's 29 that
gained team honors. Cliff Meely
led Houston with 20 points.
John Havlicek scored 35
points, including all 13 free
throws, as the Celtics moved
two games ahead of New York
in the Atlantic Division. Boston
hit all 22 foul attempts in
breaking Chicago's nine-game
home winning string. Bob Love
paced the Bulls with 28 points.
Phoenix outrebounded the
Knicks 65-39 enroute to its first
victory in New York in nine
tries. Neal Walk's 24 points and
Dennis Layton's 23 carried the
Suns to only their third triumph
in 17 games with the KNICKS.
Walt Frazier netted 24 for New
York, including 19 in the fourth
period.
Seattle's tight defense kept
Detroit on the short end of the
score while Spencer Haywood
scored 31 points to help beat
the Pistons. Detroit shot only 32
MP- E'en( in the first half as
Seattle grabbed a 55-38 lead.

t

otit.

Hunt's

:0-oz

29* Tomato Puree
29t rancake Syrup

19
..' uz

Aunt Jernima

'-..in

34
12-oz. pkg

Nabisco

Green Giant

DEL N

-7c it Vanilla Wafers
Asparagus
:
ij
3/$1 x
.
. Green Giant
.
*
MEATS *'
1c2_aanz.2/49,
Choice or ProTen
Niblets Corn
T-Bone Steak sIb l 39
ca°113 29'
GG"
ria nnt Peas & Onions 3
BONELESS
Metzger
Del Monte
$ 79
Ham
Country
Nocan
3/$1
Peaches
Krey

Chicken of the Sea

4T Canned Hams

Flat can

Tuna

•

$298

3 lb.s.

Frozen

BUNNY
BROWN 'N SERVE

1-2-3

ROLLS

Hens

JELL-O

49C

Reelfoot All-Meat

2/39' Franks

29 pkg

lb.

53'

12-oz pkg

i,)11 r

a. WILL HAVE

Keebler

CORI

Rye Saltine Crackers39 HAMS and TURKEYS
NESTLE'S

DUNCAN HINES

CAKE MIXES

CHOC. CHIPS

MISS LI

BAKER'S

BI

COCONUT

29
27'
,
2,o
an
391t
PEAC-HES
29'i
PEAS
,
CHICKEN BROTH
19 DATE NUT ROLL
33t
45' • •

3-oz. can

6-oz. pkg

Hur T,

Del Monte

Swanson

303 can

Dromedary

8-oz.
can

300 c&

Don't Forget The Birds!
We Have Wild Bird Seed and Sunflower Seed

, Christmas Candies -,Nuts - Napkins - Place Mats

Be A Santa's , ,
Helper!
Give Food,
for " ,/ .
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Open Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
for Your Shopping Convenience
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUES & WED.
The Only Store In Murray That Offers
Only U.S. Prime Beef!
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

BAcoNMISS

,B,
,,,
_ _, ._ _
_.), .
"'

REELFOOT
SMOKED

59
Ends & Pieces

Pork Chops 99c Hens
49c rtsc
Tenderloin $1 29 Beef Liver 39c ....s±-Sliced

Reelfoot

Elm Hill

1

'ter .J111,

4011.N
111 doubli
hilt

1 2 in

69c Franks

Bacon

pkg49c

TOWELS
.
EitA
C
Bleach

b3
..

..

-

Std.

12-0z. jar

$1

lb

Sliced

Nice Thick

Center Cut

'.'4 Sliced

COUpOn)

1

LL

3 99;

.
303

.

79t

89 SALMON

. LIBERTY

MAXWELL HOUSE

BREAD

teet

CC/FFEE .

tar

12-oz
can

1 9;
79;
..._=;
GRAPEFRUIT
1
-3
PINEAPPLE
CAKE
DRINK
3 99
.B ANs 3caionsr $ 1 00 cocAcoLAs4,:, _,$„ 00
GR
,e ,
Wesson,-fl Rump 44,,, . , • ., .
.4
.. .
„.,..z., ,. Fryers OIL ,. . .,
el" Roast
ct 48-oz
NNW
G
I
83i'-c`46a2.-nosz. slw
BOWL
49;
DR
ss
hi
5
flop

1-lb Bag

PUREX

.,

Full Pound Loaf

BETTY CROCKER

DEL MONTE

/s1

Vi.t

for

'? Gal. Bot

Pkg

.,;
3-lb. Can

SCOGLTLT

Purex

49

lb.
avg.

Pork

6 toh8g.Lb.

PICNICS
19
1 9c Oysters
Bacon
Fat Back t 29c Smkd. Jowls3Ilif
Pork Loin 63c,b. Ham Slices ,t1 09
YSTTERBA
59;
U RK

CRISCO

Oven Ready 5.7

lb.

Murray, Kentucky

Southside Shopping Center

LIBERT Y

Tray Pack
Pound
Smoked

BIC/IN / I./1,M •

YOU ALWAYS BUY sTHE BEST FOR LESS

TO LIMIT

-

* U.S. FOOD STAMPS REDEEMED *

•4,•S•lr• I,

White,

46-oz &

Yellow,
Choc.

00

cans

59;

for

4:P

witti coupon

fc'r

Throw Away Bots.

DOUBLE LUCK

Rolled

Cut-Up Family Pack

U.S. Prime

.-, - i
*----.

.1....e"4,-

1•

1.01
"
24
ir° vv•

..

#,.

'1
..

'

.- • .

*

-

'4' '.

•

.-4

# af

1

"h•-

,

...-

WeSSOn

,

$

lb. *7 -r -A

Jar

lb.

(With Coupon)

Armour's

CH LI

CORN

w/Beans

Teenie Weenie

$100

cans

BR/SERVE
GRAPES Red
lb
POTATOES ,,Nt-P•
PEPPERS Green
CRANBERRIES Fresh lb

for

Solids

FLA.
125 Size

CRISCO

lb. c,an

'
'

- • .!.

iiiyi
I *
'
1.7...u, j

;.7,

;
::- 5
with this coupon and '5.00 or more add. .
purchase, tobacco and dairy prod. excluded. 1)
ii
)
.
Ar_
Void After Dec_ 20th, 1971
3
.
V.);„,4/44W4M440

Heinz

c...-; .,

s

JONATHAN

rea.__.,1
1!.4 Void After Dec.'20th, 1971 aNsi,_1U,_.

69'

tb

Reg. Only
9;
Bog

-Vilr
',,,-1
g-1-gq -q-6Y(i4l(lliv.-6il
* LIBERTY COUPON *

48-oz. jar

1,
111ff ;

ril
-;

3/99' Z - WESSON OIL 99;
rr
with this Coupon.
with this coupon and '5..00 or more add. --:;
k
,
No other purchase necessary.
One coupon per family.

SLICED CHEESE 12-01

PECANS

e7;

BEM CROCKER

lg.z.
N 10t

Sweet
43t
K) ni
1/2 Gal.
PICKLES
49C
ICE MILK
Miss Liberty
LARGE PAPER SHELL
val. 69t
Softener
Fabric
King Size .
.
Reg. 87' Only
Lux
Liquid
67'
King Size
Swan Liquid 871
72
'
3 blabg. $ 1 89
111 (1-lb. Bag. 69')
Tide GL Size Reg. 93' Only 83'

Liberty

39)(p. APPL

e
49c ,
CAKE MIX

I:

TOMATO SOUP

'
e
-rrij&'(A• ' p r '''''' - ,
', =:.T.:.
LIBERTY COUPON *
,..m...
..

ifis'Q'''"----- '
1 o ,'''' *P, Air61— ,.
V"-

LIBERTY COUPON *

$1

Qt.

Jar

$100

5D?
oz.

"al
Scott

SALAD

ans

•
2
RO•LS
l
29
15' AD". 0
6
10'c
00
29

ORANGES
IN -..,., . ., ,^_atiP

kr4.,Okk?

SALAD

PORK & BEANS
Pride of III.
TOMATO JUICE

315c/
1
2
anci.: $1 N

MISS LIBERTY

,

I

Pride of III

* lIBERTY COUPON *

100 S&H Stamps 100 -'

. ,_.,:.

with this coupon and any three bags of

k

it? b. purchase, tobacco and dairy prod. excluded 3.,:
-..., ,..L,_
...,,
'De
•':
Void After Dec. 20th, 1971
0-9
.Vagatakt&,,° k*,,ah_ Void After, Dec. 20th, 1971ML&Ste?
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YOU CAN MAKE IT

Down the

arden Path What does GOP

offer blacks?
By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service

BY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
"Under the snow of each
December
be buds of next year's May,
remember,
Under the snow lie next year's
flow'rs,
And always ahead lie happy
hours."
—Douglas Malloch
When the wind blows cold as it
has the past weeks, it is good
that we have something to look
forward to. At least we know
that come spring, every thing
will be as lovely as it ever has
been, and if we have done our
work well this fall it should be
even prettier. It seems the long
cold gray days are needed for
most flowers to do their best.
They need a rest and while
resting they take on new
strength for blossoms.
If you want something green
and growing in the house during
the winter, try the ordinary
sweet potato. Stick toothpicks
around to hold it . Place it in the
-znestkof.ajar of water so that
'-iitte 44491'49mi in the waters
and then watch it grow into a
lovely green vine. Freshly dug
potatoes are best as the kiln
dried ones have lost some of
' their moisture.
I am having trouble finding
wild bird seed. There seems to
be plenty of sunflower seed, but
the chickadees, sparrows and
other small birds cannot eat
these. But sunflower seed really
attract the Carinals, Blue Jays
an& Mocking Birds. Until the
smaller seed are available,
save all bread crumbs and any

other tables scraps that they can
eat. And don't forget water. A
rock or brick that has been
heated an placed in a pan of
water will keep it from freezing
for several hours even in the
coldest weather.
It will soon be time to put up
Christmas decorations, so be
planning what evergreens will
go where and what sort of table
arrangements will look exciting
for the holidays. In planning
wreaths and swags, don't
overlook some of the smaller
arrangements. A small bunch of
cedar in a low bowl, some pine
tips with a cone or two,
Eunonymous, holly or inahonia,
all can be made as large or as
small as the occasion demands.
A bit of greenery with a few
berries doesn't need anything
else to look Christrnassy.
Someone has said, -Hang a bit
of holly in your heart," Hang a
bit of mistletoe to ornament the
lips, Sing a few of the carols and
follow the star of love along the
path of life." When we tip this we
forget the wintry itfrids, and
know only that something
wonderful is taking place.

ANDORRAN WOMEN VOTE
ANDORRE-LAVIELLE, Andorra (UPI) —For the first
time in the 700-year history of
their tiny principality, the
women of Andorra voted today.
The principality's 24-member
governing council recently
passed women's suffrage,
thereby more than doubling the
country's electorate, from 1,000
votes to 2,600.
The voting age was lowered
STRIP MINING PERMITS
from 25 to 21, and although
WASHINGTON (UPI1 --Sens.
women still may not run for
John Sherman Cooper, R-Ky.,
public office, a new resolution
and Howard H. Baker Jr., Rthat would allow them to run
Tenn., have introduced legislahas been posed in the council.
tion that would require strip
miners to obtain federal permits
THREE CITED
for their operations.
Three persons were cited by
They said the permits would the Murray Police
Department
be necessary until the states on Monday and Monday
night.
adopt strict
strip
mining They were two for public
standards under federal super- drunkenness and one for
no city
vision.
auto sticker.

Let's analyze our two-party system as it relates to black
America.
Let's go back in history, where at one time the majority of black
people were Republican. Let's analyze the trend of change that
created the mass exodus by black Americans to the Democratic
Party.
Let's discuss a man like the late President Franklin D. Roosevelt
who, in my humble opinion, was not what my parents thought he
was. I view Roosevelt not as the savior of black humanity but as a
man who was an extremely good politician. I feel that as presidents
to, few others have been able to match him for his ability to do
things so timely.
In 1971, we find that more than 90 per cent of black voters vote
Democratic. One of my younger opinions was that the Democratic
Party's only concern was programs aimed at creating a hasp for
minority communities to spring from. On the other hand, I felt the
Republicans' only concern was big business,and a complete lack of
interest toward the black community.
Few of us realize that in the U. S. Senate chamber itself the
Democrats and Republicans are all friends. You and I would think
they were total enemies, but they lavishly spend taxpayers' dollars
entertaining themselves. I feel that the two-party system we have
is just for expediency.
The pride in being a black Republican is that:
1.'. You're a new breed.
2. You're a thinker, rather than a reactor.
3. You've learned that you've got to make a deal in order to get
'kale system that we live in.
anything accomplished in
4. You are providing the leadership for 30 million other black
Americans to follow
5. You're saying that all of us should not be in one thing. As an
example, major corporations have a rule that no more than two or
three executives can accompany one another on any one airplane.
The reaaon is that if something were to happen to a plane with a
load of executives the corporation might be ruined.
So, as black Americans, let's regard ourselves as a huge corporation, and with all of us on one airplane; if something were to
happen to it, all of us would be ruined.
The frustrations of being a black Republican are numerous:
1. The Republican Party has not proved nor demonstrated its
true commitment to solving our inner-city problems.
2. Republicans will not admit that they know not how or what to
America.
do about miner
's image is one that would demonstrate its
3. Republican
main concern for those who have everything, at the expense of
those who have nothing.
4. The Republican Party offers no specific program that the
youth of today can identify with.
5. The Republicans, in the '70s, have the opportunity, if they are
truly concerned about their little brothers, to attack the wrong that
they've overlooked for years. They have the opportunity to turn
indifference into a sincere commitment. They have a chance to
guarantee to all Americans the same opportunity for pursuit of
happiness.
Republicans of the '70s, let your hearts pave the road to unify our
country, or allow your indifference to help light an eternal fire that
we will never be able to put out.

Uniquely Trimmed Trees Depict 18 Countries in Lexington Show
bells, lanterns and baskets. abiding patriotism of the Scan- chains and thread form the major
paper part of the tree's
festive
Paper wings are glued to blown dinavian countries The
straight-lined
have
decorations
decoration.
out egg shells to resemble birds.
Glass beads, used sparingly, add geometric designs and the trees The adornments of the British
are trimmed with a certain tree are, like the American tree,
a bit of glitter.
mainly spheres or cones of thin
Gilded nuts, sweets wrapped in symmetrical precision.
colored papers and cookies The Arctic sun surmounts the tinseled glass, electric bulbs,
frosted with colored sugar adorn Norwegian tree which sometimes silver threads and angel hair.
the Polish tree Along with hand- is decorated with paper fish nets. Frequently the British tree is
made ornaments of ribbon, Candles are the traditional surmounted by the royal crown,
paper, straw, beads, egg shells illumination, but now, in the reflecting the British peoples'
cities, electric lights often are isillachment to regal pageantry.
and even feathers.
used.
Mexico's tree is gaily and
Branches of the
with
decorated
Czechoslovakian tree bear Denmark's tree is much like colorfully
polished red apples, clusters of those of the other Scandinavian Mexican lanterns, dolls and
However, its ap- straw and paper ornaments.
nuts, pretzels, cakes, candies, countries.
ornaments of paper, egg shells, pearaoce is more frilly, depicting Other trees also to be shown at
straw, baskets woven of strips of the country's less rigorous the exhibition are Earl:,
American,Finnish,Italian, Swiss
colored paper, little houses with climate.
heart-shaped windows, peasant Although the custom of trim- and Russian.
Volunteers from central
dolls, clowns, birds, violins, stars ming trees in certain parts of
Japan and China was adopted Kentucky women's clubs or inand angels.
from the western world, the dividual groups form committees
A single tree cannot
Each
decorated to represent all o orientals have given their trees a to decorate the trees.
Yugoslavia.
The country is unique and distinctively eastern committee chairman researches
Christmas customs in a specific
composed of different groups, appearance.
each having its own distinctive The Japanese adorn their trees country.
Gallery hours for the Christtraits and traditions and each with delicately etched and faintly
International
Trees
province has its own customs. tinted Christmas cards, finely mas
The Christmas tree custom is not lined woodcuts, Japanese dolls, Exhibition are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
even ohserved in some parts of tangerines and senbei f little rice Monday through Saturday and 1
to 5 p.m. on Sunday. Tours are
the country, while in others the fortune cookies).
tree is trimmed according to the The trees of China bear fragile conducted at 30-45 minute intastes and means of the home, lanterns, brilliantly colored glass tervals.
tinsel
The exhibition at 362 Walnut
Wherever the custom is observed ornaments, silvery
the tree is certain to be adorned threads, artistically designed Street, is open to the public and
paper in which gifts are wrap- persons over 18 years of age are
with fruits and sweets.
Chinese lettered charged a $1 admission fee.
Miniature flags strung in eted, and
Large groups must make
garlands are the principal Christmas greetings.
EXPLOSION KILLS MAN
white bonbons hang reservations by calling (606 252decoration of the Silie4:,_•6
(UPI) — Norwegian trees, reflecting
from the French ti et7
W &arc; j
i-s'e;
One man was killed and 32
persons injured Monday by an
explosion at a large Tijuana
produce market.
Salvador Serrano Rubio,
about 45, was killed, two others
were seriously injured and 30
other customers received minor
cuts and bruises from flying
glass and debris. The blast was
being investigated.

By Judi Ledford
Ky.
—
FRANKFORT,
Christmas trees bedecked with
ornaments representative of 18
countries are on display through
Dec_ 23 at Lexington's Living
Arts and Science Center.
The decorations, according to
center director James E.
Seidelman, often depict the
lifestyle of
citizens of each
country represented.
If the
decorative objects can be obtained at a reasonable price
either the ornaments or the
materials to make them are
imported from various countries.
Otherwise they are copied from
originals or pictures of originals.
Apples, nuts, candies, cookies
and candles form the traditional
adornment of the typical German
tree and also reflect the thrifty
and practical nature of the
German people.
The six-point Orthodox star
atop the Ukrainian tree and the
straw beneath it representing the
manger scene reflect the people's
religious spirit. The cranberry
chains, apples, cookies and
pretzels on the tree are symbolic
of the country's farming interests.
The
Lithuanian tree is
adorned of ornaments primarily
made of straw intricately
fashioned to form birdcages,

TAXES ARE NOW DUE

Pay Your County and State Taxes Now With
'No Penalty

Pay Now

THOUGHTFUL THIEVES
BARKING, England ( UPI)—
Thieves' who stole $960,000
worth of gin from Barking
warehouse gave $2.40 to the
night watchman after dumping
him in nearby Epping Forest,
saying: `That will get you

The American Bible Society
catered to midwestern football
fans last fall when it published
the "Big Ten" edition of its
-Good News for Modern Man."

Avoid The Rush

If not paid before January 1, 1972, you pay 2% Penalty

If not paid before February 1, 1972, you pay 6% Penalty
Clyde Steele, Sheriff, Calloway County.

Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday

The Sheriff's Office will be open to collect taxes on New
Year's Eve, December 31, 1971; however the office will
be Closed on Christmas Eve, December 24, 1971.

Bel Air Shopping
Center

"Nib

PUSH
I
BUTTON:
11111117,
t
...••

Hours 9-9 Mon Sat
1-6 Sunday
Phone 153-8304

Head'
Shoulders

.1r
-gbh

4:=7MOME PE R M A NEN T

110PTIVS 300 40

Head 44-*
your
choice

MIMI' DUG (TITERS

LILT

10

Push Button
Perm.

$ 1 53
Regular '2.60 Value
HOME PERMANENT
SUPER REGULAR or GENTLE

WITH A SPECIAL WAY FOR SOFT,
,_00SE CURLS
you pay only

Regular
1.09
Value
Head fr"-•
Shoulders.

BY Several At This Low Price!!

Why Pay More?

SECRET SUPER/SPRAY

Regular '2.29 Value

SCOPE

and ANTI-PERSPIRANT

Family SizeLotion 1 1.65 Val.-Jar $1.95
Val.-Tube 1 1.75 Val.

'HEAD & SHOULDERS

ORAL HYGIENIC
MOUTHWASH
AND GARGLE

Regular Size

LOTION

LARGE SIZE 12-01

76;

Head
Shou

falwpm %hexer'',

For
TWO
Bottles
Regular 1 1.90
Twin Pack

Why Pay
More?
'1.09 Value

PAGE SEVEI

,

Regular
1 1.29 Value

SUPER SIZE
Regular 12.05 Value
24-0L

liquid
the extra rich
shampoo

4.5OL

Family Size

SAVE!
Now
Only

96;

Regular '1.65 Value

BAB
CRI
BR1
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Store Hours:

Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.

HAMS

Swift Premium ProTen

ib.79"

Round Steak
Turkeys
99;

lb.
Pure

Turkeys
All Sizes

39!

GROUND
Short
BEEF
Ribs'if

sh

* PRODUCE

* FROZEN FOODS *

nalty
malty

ay
New
will

4/8r

CREAM STYLE CORN 10-0
BROCCOLI SPEARS
SLICED STRAWBERRIES
FRENCH FRIES

16-oz.
11
/
2 lb.

Flavor Kist

Kraft Apple-Grape

FIG BARS

JELLY

II•
S.

II

18-oz.

SI

i
II
III
11!
II
II
II
II

Stokely Sliced

BLUE LAKE CUT

Jergens

13 !.
II
II

II

II
II

303 can

I 4 1,z

•

II
II
II

With $5.00 Purchase Excluding

25 Lb.

Tobacco And Dairy Products

II

II
JOHNSON'S COUPON

11
II

with coupon

$126

$159 Without Coupon
Offer Expires 12-18-71
Limit: 1 coupon per purcbRi

II
Ii

'alue !'
Ii
••••

:40:111V
.4111
,

lb' 10c

MIXED NUTS ENGLISH WALNUTS — PECANS

1 -lb.

59c

T
2/25' GRAPEFRUIT
25'
JUICE /a
25' CORN 2/39'
SPAGHETTI
or
CHILI
19'
MACARONI
Ooz
SAUCE 65'
2/25'
BABY FOOD
29t
TISSUE
95'
9'
White or Yellows:4

Pride of Illinois Whole Kernel

Unsweetened

3°a°

Gasper

wit3h00BEANS
can

Red Cross

Lady Scott Bathroom

Gerber Strained

2 Rolls

434 oz

Philadelphia

39'

69'
John

II
II

39'C

\

3-1b. 1-oz
Giant Size

ALCOA HEAVY DUTY
ALUMINUM FOIL

ALco

with coupon

Good Only at Johnson's
Offer Expires 12-22-71

89'

ib

•

7c
SAVE 7

i'2

Coupon

No 25913

10.
NESCAFE COFFEE

II

II
II

Tray

Red & White Pure Vegetable

DOG FOOD
$215

II

6 PACK TOMATOES

ial
SHORTENING CREAM CHEESE FRUIT CAKES

Trail Blazer

II

II

39c

Regular Size3
/
25,

Tubby Junior

I.

4 lbs.

AU Flavors

TISSUE
GREEN BEANS BEETS
19 SOAP
WESSON
COCONUT
OIL
Red & White

JONATHAN APPLES
BANANAS

39'
33'

Red & INhite Facia

•41M,

*-

* FROSTY ACRES FOODS *

BABY LIMA BEANS

y Size

49ff

39;

jb

OL

Shank Half 55' lb.
Butt Half 69' lb.

Armour Star

fith

4.5-

HAMS
50;

291',

18 to 20 lb.

IE

FT

Field's Fully Cooked

Armour
Gold Band

1 362 Walnut
se public and
Ts of age are
lission fee.
nust make
ing (606) 253-

alue

FOOD 'STORES

Prices Good Thru Sat., Dec. 18th

Field's Fast Cut Boneless

r the Christ
nternational
.m. to 5 p.m
.turday and I
y. Tours are
i minute in-

Ilion
1.

REDI
WHIT

TIDE

45C

Limit: 1 per purchase

Only

744
with this coupon

Ii1C
1(
.
461
;.
,

Good Only at Johnson's
•

Offer Expires 12-21-71

Without 139'

Limit: 1 coupon per purchase

Mexicans fret over tourism

By JAMES BUDD
Copley News Service
MEXICO CITY — The Mexican tourist industry is worried

about the prospect of an airline
rate war over the North
Atlantic.
Bargain fares, it is feared,

some cases it is now cheaper to
will attract many travelers fly from New York to
who would normally spend than it is from New Europe
York to
their vacation in Mexico. In Mexico City.

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday Evening *
5:30
4:00
4:25
6:30
7:00
7:30
1:00
1:30
9:00
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CH. 3
WSIL
News
Cactus
Weather
Spts. atal
Bewitched
Ed.
Father
Smith
Fenn.
Shirley
Man-City

CH. 4
WSM
6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Adam 12
7:30 movie
9:00 Night Gal.
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 3
WLAC
5:25 News
4:00 News
6:30 Mann
Sing
7:0* Burnett
COO Meu, Ceni.
9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSD
4:30 Nash.
7:00 Adam 12
7: 30 myst. Movie
9:00 Gallery
10:00 News
10 30 Tonight

CH 8
WSIX
5 30 News
6 - 00 Andy Grif.
6,30 Make-Deal
7,00 Bewitched
7.30 Ed's
Father
8.00 Smith
Fern.
8.30 Shirley
Wld,
9'00 Man-City
10,00 Takes Thief
11:00 News
11:30 Cavett

CH 12
KFYS
5 30 News
6.30 Rollin
7:00 Burnett
0:00 C. Burnett
II:00 Med. Center
9:00 Minnie
10:00 News
10:30 Mery Griffin
11:00 News

CH. 29
WOXR
5:57 News
4:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 211
91 35 Weather
9:44 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Croat. Feat.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday *
6 30

8:30 LaLanne
1:00 The Hour
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
1,00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3,30 Matinee
Lewis
5:00 H.X.
530 News
6:00 News
6.30 Safari
7 . 00 Smith & Jones
8.00 Longstreet
9 00 Marshall
10,00 News
10 30 Cavett

McCoys
5:45 Sun Sem.
Devotional
7:00 Today
7:00 Bozo
6:00 Mor. Show 5:45 Journal
Show 9:45
:.
Break
6
News15
6:00
News
9:00
Dinah
7_00 Today
10:00 Movie
8.30 Romper
700
6:30 N'Ville
AM 9:30 Concent.
11:50 Sewing
9:00 Lucy
9,00 Dinah
0:00 Kangaroo
7:55 Kitc.
Korn. 10:00 Sale Can. 9,30 Hillbillies
12:00 Gourmet
9,30 Concen.
9:00 Lucy
10:30
Squares
Kangaroo
12:30 3
0:00
10,00 Mov. Game 930
10:00 Sale-Cen.
:
Hillbillies
31:00 Jeopardy 10:30 That Girl
9:00 Tell-Truth
10:30 Squares
Fam.
Affair"
0 Wvie
Match10:
11:30 W-W-W
11:00 Bewitched
930 T or C
2:57 News
11:00 Jeopardy
10:30 Love-Life
111:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
11:30 Barbara
3:00 Movie Gam,
11:30 WWW
11:00
Where
Heart
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 News
11,45 Sewing
330 McHale
12:00 Noon
11:15 News
1:00 our Lives
12:15 Pastor
11:00 Heart Is
11:55 C. Duvall
4:00 Box
11:30 Search
12:30
Romp.
12:00
My
Children
11:30
Search
1:30 Doctors
12:00 Farm
Pic. 4:00 Bob
12:00 Singing Con. 12:55 Calendar 12:30 Make-Deal
5:00 Gary
2:00 An. World
12:05 News
1:00 Lives
1:00 Newlyweds
2,30 Promise
12:25 News
5:30 Bill Dance
12:20 Weather
Dating
1:30
1:30
Doctors
Somerset
3:00
5:57 News
11:30 World Turns
12:30
World
Turns
2:00 Gen.
Hosp.
2:00 World ,
3:30 Virginian
1:00 Love Is
1:00 Love
Many 6:00 Movie
2:30 One Life
S:00 Mayberry
1:30 Guiding Light 2:30 Promise
1:30 Guiding Light 7 27 News
3:00
Password
Somerset
3:00
7 10 Theater 29
4:00 News
2:00 Secret Storm
2:00 sec. Storm
3:30 Love Am.
3:30 Popeye
9 35 Weather
4:30 Primus
2:30 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge-Night
4:.00 Jeannie
Gilligan
4:00
9:40 News
7:00 Flip Wilson 2:30 Edge of Night
4.30 Green Acres 3:00 Lassie
l0:00 Crest. Feat
3:00 Gomer
Pyle 4:30 Dan Boone 5:00 News
COO Ironside
I:00 Virginian
6:00 News
10:30 Movie
Gilligan
3:30
9:00 Dean Martin
6:00 Griffith
6:30 Accent
12:rts
00 Sports
5:30 News
4:00 Movie
10:00 News
430 Golddiggers
7
:
00
4:00
News
F lip W i lson
6:30 Tell Truth
10:30 Tonight
,:00 Alias S&J
ih:30 Primus
8:00 I ronside
7:043 Bearcats
0:00 Longstreet
9:00 Martin
I:00 Bearcats
4:00 Movie
9:00 Marsa
Marshall
10:00 News
MOO Movie
10:00 News
10:00 Takes-Thief
10:00 News
10:30 Perry Mason 10:30 Tonight
:
1100
News
10:30 Griffin
11,30 Movie
11:30 Cavett
1200 News
_
yL

Tourism is Important to the
Mexican economy. According
to Agustin Oiachea, head of the
government's Department of
Tourism, travelers from
abroad will have spent $1.7 billion this year in this country by
Dec. 31.
This is more than Mexico's
total export earnings last year.
In 1970, experts totaled $1.3 billion.
"A decline in tourism here
would be a disaster for this
country," said Jose Brockman,
general director of Western
Hotels de Mexico "In fact, we
are going to be in serious trouble if tourism doesn't increase."
Brockman and other hotel
executives got a taste of this
trouble last winter when, for
the first time in years, Mexico
CIty hotel rooms went begging.
Sua seekers, having visited this
capital before, took advantage

of direct flights to head nonstop
for resorts like Acapulco and
Puerto Vallarta, on the Pacific
coast.
—This year, things look a
great deal better," said Roberto Zapata, president of
Nacional Hotelera, one of the
Largest chains in the country.
New flights are expected to
bring people who have never
before visited Mexico. Understandably,they will want to see
Mexico City. Eastern Airlines
has already inaugurated a direct route from Atlanta and
Mexicans Airlines expects to
start service from Denver in
December.
Within the last four months,
three new hotels have opened in
Acapulco.
These give the Pacific Coast
resort an additional 2,000
rooms. Nonetheless, bookings
are running high from December ttrough April.
"It's the summer months we

This is only a
small portion
of the TVs you
will find at the

I THINK,HOWEVER,THAT I
51LOOLO NAVE Mtf 5KATE5
514ARPENED BEFORE THE

I JT KNOW
THAT WE'RE 60005
TO BE 6REAT !

went along,although somewhat
reluctantly.
According to airline officials,
the youth fares have not been
particularly suct-esstul,
"We got started too late,"
said Jose Patino of Mexicans
"By the time the new rates
were approved, it was August
and most of the kids who were
going anywhere had already
gone,"
Luis Pascual of Western Airlines had a different explanation. "The kids in California,
which is the market we serve,
prefer to go to Hawaii. Mexico
Cloes not extend a very warm
welcome to anyone who looks
like a hippie; if a kid doesn't
have enough money in his
Jeans, they may not even let
himi in. And going back, he has
the U.S. customs to contend
with. They assume anybody
with long hair is trying to
smuggle in marijuana."

TRUCK LOAD SALE ON
COLOR TVs

- 11;1441;773
TOMORROW 5 \
THE 1316 ICE
5004.1, PARTNER

have to worry about," said
Rodolfo Navarrete, newly appointed manager of the Paraiso
Marriott in Acapulco. "It's fine
to be filled four months of the
year, but we have to do a good
tit of business during the other
eight if we want to make any
profit."
One thing that has hurt has
been a decline in sales meetings and conventions from the
United States. With the slowdown in the American economy, a number of firms that
usually hold some event at a resort are cutting back," noted
Jimrny Dubin, owner of Mexico
City's Hotel Reforms."Our offseason business is really off."
In order to promote more
travel to this country, the
Mexican government last summer ordered Mexican-flag airlines to offer special fares for
groups and low fares to youngsters under 25. The U.S. carriers corning into this country

TV SERVICE
CENTER

1
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COLOR T V-STEREO HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
Pecan Finish—nuclei 67M4565-65M4575 — Hutch 80M0008 —
You

can get a Beautiful Home Entertainment Center at the
price of a regular TV in other brands!
<4.

Cff

THE PHANTOM

with,

p-i1fl 1IC1 _
-tONMIA4 ft_
with
good
qualified
trade

THERE 15 THE
PROPHECY
WRITTEN IN
LETTERS
OF FIRE!

A
HOME
SWEET
HOME'?
4

Ii0ME
SWEET
440mE

NO..HERS
SAID,

Also in

"GHETTO

Maple

CRUMMY
GHETTO"

COLOR TELEVISION — Model 52M6065
25" Viewable Diagonal (315 sq. in.)
Oak Finish, Changeable Speaker Panels
Dimensions: 51" Long, 29" High

Features: Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT)
Automatic Tint Lock (ATL)
Instant Touch Tuning (ITT)
Remote Control Optional
TV Reception Simulated

NANCY
All
COMPARED TO
I'M A SENIOR
CITIZEN

THEM

Sets Feature The Famous 8-Year Pro-Rate Warranty On The
Color Picture-Tube

25 Different.Mociels of Component
Part Stereos

SENIOR
CITIZENS
ADMITTED

FREE
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Central Shopping Center

Phone 753-5865

-Open Each Night Till Christmas For Your
Shopping Convenience-
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Down Concord
Way
By Estelle Spierland
December 11, 1971
Somehow as the Clu-istrnas
season nears, the words of one of
James Whitcomb Riley's poems
go through my mind, though the
'season was different and Aunt
Mary was "Ma". It went thus:
'Wasn't it pleasant, 0 brother
mine,
In those days of lost sunshine of
•outh
When the Saturday's chores were
through
And the Sunday wood was in the
Kitchen, too,
And we went visiting, me and
you,
Out to old Aunt Mary's."
I can in memory see our little
old grandmother waiting on the
porch of the little brown house as
the children with wagon loads of
candchildren, no Christmas
tree, no expensive toys awaiting,
*et in our hearts jingle bells were
ringing at the prospect of
4athering with all the cousins
around a festive table, then enjoying the merriment of a Kinfolks reunion.
Is different now. The older
parents are gone. There are
Santa Clauses on every corner or
weeks. Shops run over with gift
iciciast,.People buy tentwis•fath,
wonder though if
modern
ristmases will hold the
, ecious memories which we
sure of our holidays.
,
The Christmas stamp, "
rtridge in A Pear Tree " is
' idence of how the spirit of
istmas has changed. Why not
stamp,"Holy Night", one of the
st beautiful Christmas songs
er written.
And if Ministers' sermons
coouraged "Peace on Earth,
Will to Man" instead of
Ithrpounding individual doctrines
to antagonize others, it would be
'better.
Sometimes more people are
*awn nearer the cross by an
exemplary life than by trips to
4.he Holy Land.
Perhaps few can say as I do at
-Christmas, I wish for nothing
personally.
But though I send few
Christmas cards I would wish for
the world, peace, for the sick,
slth,

for

the

sorrowing,

Many of our acquaintances are
ill.
•Cecil Sills has spent weeks in
Murray Hospital.
, Howard Kline sold his home and
-business in New Concord because
of declining health.
,James Blalock is just back from
; a Memphis Hospital.
"Mrs. Minus Outland has spent
several days in the hospital, as
has Mrs. Hazel Utterback,
Houston Lax, and so many
others.
But all have memories to
comfort them, so for our dark
days perhaps a good idea for the
New Year would be to start a
"Happy Day Book", and record
our moments of beauty. We all
have them.
$ The young Concord Redbirds
i and Coach Allen can treasure
I their triumphs as former teams
have.
Some day they will realize that
,
4 as .in the game of life, it will not
i matter if they won or lost, but
t how they played the game.
Now to all my readers
everywhere, "Best Wishes for
You and Yours".

1

!i
i

C."

Hospital Report
December 12, 1971
ADULTS 88
NURSERY 5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
- '4
Mrs. Alice Gwendolyn Knouff,
200 S. 12th, Murray, Master
Michael William Cunningham,
Rt. 4, Murray, Dennis Dale
Crass, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Marvin
West Blane, Rt. 3 Box 36, Murray,
Mrs. Polly Roberta Keys, 1322W.
Main, Murray, Mrs. Maude May
Seaford, 407 N. 4th, Murray,
Howard Willington Winchester,
New Concord, Mrs. Susie
Rebecca Marine, Rt. 1, Murray,
Charles Wesley Waldrop, 1602
Miller, Murray.

1

1

NHL ALL-STAR IN PHILLY
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
The 1976 National Hockey
League All-Star game will be
played here in 1976 to coincide
with Philadelphia's bicentennial
celebration.
Lou Scheinfeld, vice president
of the Flyers, confirmed Friday
hat he ha t-recivied eceived official
notice fro
NHL that the
game was "definitely scheduled."

Ds

Agin k

ra

401

Philadelphia

SUGAR
Hx

et

•.
-- 11;-.-!•-•.-tt-•-••••-.:-!-"•.:.;
.
.

,•
.

.

3-lb. can

•

Geisha Mandarin

COFFEE

ORANGES

19

with coupon

Blue Bonnet

IMb

MARGARINE

Krisp-N-Fresh

POTATO CHIPS
49'

1-lb Yellow Quarters

29' me„

Plain & Self-Rising

,
411 1014
0MINIMPIPPWIrr6
'
-^0
"
...I.
'•
.
. ,a
If • '•
Super Value
Ajax Laundry
Brown 'N Serve

DETERGENT

39C

BANANAS

4
lb.

Red Delicious & Jonathan

•
••

Lj

APPLES

JEL 10

•

MARSHMALLOWS lc

4 lb Bag

JELL-0

Assorted
Flavor

•

10 lb
bag

Fancy Yellow Ripe

•

Heavy Duty

lb.

1
"di
TOES

Lge. 21,2 can

12 count

Campfire Miniature

1-lb. cello bag

G RAP ES

Fruit
Cocktail

ROLLS

19

20-oz. box

2 lbs.

Calif. Red Emperor

Libby's

5-lb. bag

(with coupon)

POTATOES

25'

FLOUR

Nal

No. 1 Tenn. Red Sweet

CORN FLAKES

Light Crust

PICKLE
I2-oz. 49c

ODUCE
FOP GROWING FAMILIES

80.4
1huLtv

Kellogg's

113-oz Twin Bag

Rambo Sweet
Midget

25'

,11-oz. can

$ 1•

3/$1
"
\
'‘'

PUNCH
29'

89'

Instant Maxwell House

oz

WAGNER TROPICAL
RED

Vegetable Shortening

CRISCO

CREAM
CHEESF

DARK
BROWN

.leading Holiday food Values!

t

419C
coupon)•lir

ALCOA(withWRAP

3 °z box 104
•••••

,

pips-

a

FROSTY ACRES

MEAT DINNERS 11-oz. 39

AT HARD TO BEAT
PRICES

Shank Portion

59

Butt Portion

HAMS

io69c

PIE SHELLS

Morrell

Pork
Steak

Pork
Sausage

All-Meat
Wieners

59

Pkg. of 229c

FROSTY ACRES FRESH GRATED

COCONUT

6 oz Pk

33'

GARDEN DELIGHT

Metzger Pure

lb.

tf;

lb.

Lean, Meaty

2-lb. bag

(excluding ham)

PET RITZ

FIELD'S FULLY COOKED

i

1
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Nit,J hl

Godchaux

tod

mfort, and for those In despair,
khope,
for a brighter tomorrow.

liMES - MURRAN

ED(,t

I 111

89;

12oz.

454p

FRENCH FRIES2ib bag3/s1
IEN El Good Only at Parker's No
r

this valuable coupon

39'

•*

18" HEAVY DUTY

ALCOA WRAP

Morrell Frontier Brand

Sliced

BacortWr

[49J

I lb pkg
Sliced, Smoked

Lean Ground Beef

Patties

Without this
coupon

a

.79it

MIIGood Thru 12-29-71

Jowi- Bacon9

lb

3 lbs.

Place your order now for your Holiday Poultry
Now. We Have a size for any family. We also
have ctioice Fresh Hens, Ducks, Geese, Fresh
Oysters for those "Tasty" Holiday Fixings!

9

Parters Marker
LIGHT CRUST

Parker's Market

40e

SAVE 404

FLOUR
Plain &
Self-Rising
w coupon
Good only at Parker's
Limit: 1 per customer
Expires 12-29-71

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A _10-oz jar
hi STANT

39

of

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
AT

Parker's Mkt

\

10 or

40 -N" ONE

_

.„coup°.
jar
'1.19 .

!IKE

Downtown

Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

Hi

se

_ COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFER EXPIRES _12-29-71

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY ...You CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE'
Located in

ma

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE

401 1
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7 DAYS
A WEEK

8:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M.
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Lynn Grove
U.S.D.A. Inspected
Grade A Large

FRYERS

EGGS
100

2;

Whole or
Cut Up

3Du

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12th STREET

F OR

Family Pac
(Limit: 3)
With '5.00 Additional Purchase

These Prices Good Thru 12/21/71

Homemade

Sausage
RK'HOPS Nec ones

b39;

% LOIN

lean & Meaty Pork

FRESH

lb.

9;

lb.

PORK LIVER

CHICKEN LIVER

lb

FRYER PARTS
BREAST

49C

LB

THIGHS

6

FRESH

4.4

FARM FRESH

DRUM STICKS

Le
49c

LB

Col

BONELESS

BEEF

SHORT RIBS LB

89'
Skth Bacon 5
39' Sliced
SLICED BOLOGNAlb 69' SMOKED JOWL 3ibs 99t
PORK ROAST
lb

SLICED

FRESH PICNIC

ALL MEAT

HAM

Hyde Park

Bread

9;

Shank
Portionlb

3

oo

PRIDE OF Ill.

TOMATOJU ICE
HYDE PARK
BROWN 'N SERVE

WAYNE

o

DOG FOOD

00

4

20-0z. $
Size

LB

100

KELLY'S

1c5a.:z.$100 CHILI with

BEANS

15oz.$
cans

59;
3 sr

CORNET

ches
Peaches
PRIDE OF ILL

5

TOWELS

29

0:P

29-0z. Can
(Limit: 3)

SHORTENING

DELTA

ROLLS
$100
4
Coffee

17-oz. $100
cans

CORN

LB

HAM SLICES

3

TISSUE

440 $1 00
pkgs.

AI

Maxwell House

99;

10-oz.
(With Coupon Below)

19042 wr
WILL
& YS

speeds, fair c
use.$490.00. Ci

&()NANZA BC
tti choose Iron
Story, musb
iVallace Book
Blvd.

CoUCH, 2 ch
*hitt French I
Suit, harvest
d lamps. E

RICHTEX

R
IVING
tte, stove
x springs I
her items. S
7,18 fro7n 9 tx
11 753-7505.

3-Lb. Can

12 Ctn. Pkg.

I

RECORD SAL
country westo
classics. Wal
1413 Olive Blvc

(Limit: 1)

SPAGNE1

Thursil
All

int
au TANGERINES

YELLOW

ONIONS
16-OUNCE

Golden Grain
MACARONI & CHEESE

PEPSI COLAS
8-Bot

6

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
GIANT SIZE

THRILL 2 for 69c
22 oz. Dot.

L

6 Bas 00

Expires 12-21-71
Good only at Storey'y

COFFEE
10 ox. jar

99c

Expires 12-21-71
Good only at Storey's

ORANGES
MORTON

FLOUR

CRM. PIES

E IDEAL
'nature bra
oodles. One
ill be avail
one 753-9262

969
AVOC
asher, like r

Tr
Fir

(Limit 3)

5-Lb. Bag39
(With Coupon Below)

COUPON
Limit 1 Per F;,,
Robin Hood

FLOUR

5 lb. bag.

1

39C

#22842
COUPON
urnit 1 Per Family

CHIPOS
12

Expires 12-21-71
Good 'sly at Storey's

Ai,

box

49c

Expires 12-21-71
only at Store)

RE

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Ti:IrrIlly
i;ELAT1N

JELL-0
r

Expires 12-21-71
(,00r1 only at Storey's

C

TRIANI

Ea.

with bottles

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Maxwell House

'10'

lat
)° jj

Robin HoodPlain or Self Rising

DINNERS

Ctn.

Limit 2

ju

BANANAS

You

COUPON
Limit 1 per family
AIRES

139C

TISSUE
4
2 roll

4or

pkg.
Expires 12-21-71
Good Onl At Store s

COUPON
Limit 1 per familN
GIANT SIZE

AJAX

59c

Expires 12-21-71
Good Only At Storeys

1
CALL

753-

ORDEF

Glinde
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ZENITH TV,stereo, phonograph,
AM-FM combination. Phone 753D16P
7796.

The Component Part Stereo advertised
in yesterday's Ledger & Times by

SHAKESPEARE BOW and
equipment, 45 pound pull. Phone
D16C
435-4993 after 5:00 p.m.

I

An Equal Op portunit
1967 TWO BEDROOM 12'x60' 40 IN. AVOCADO Electric
Employer
mobile home, lived in 11
/
2 years. Range,used 10 months, like new.
Excellent condition. Phone 753- Call 753-5898 after 3:30 p.m. DISC
7484 after 4:30p.m.
D15NC
FOR RENT
radio, amCITIZEN BAND
plifier and antenna, one set of 15 NICE APARTMENTS. One
WILLYS 4 wheel drive pickup
Tired Blood? Run down or
inch Mag wheel covers. Call 753- bedroom furnished and twotruck, 1952 model, 6 forward
want something delicious?
Chicken Livers-Order, $.69
4686 after 5 p.m.
DISC bedroom unfurnished. Phone 753speeds, fair condition. In daily
Dinner with french fries
use. $490.00. Call 436-5414. D20C
5079.
D17C
cole slaw, $1.11. Here or togo
ONE CHEST of drawers and one
TRIANGLE INN
NANZA BOOK sale, hundreds
dresser, matching pieces, $15.00
choose from. All subjects, art,
each. Old style Buffet, Top & NICE TWO bedroom turnished
•ry, music, cookbooks, etc.
Bottom pieces. Call 436house. Has carport and storage.
CLIBANINGEST
CARPET
allace Book Store, 1413 Olive
D16NC $85.00 per month. All utilities
cleaner you ever used, so easy =19.
d.
D20C too.
paid except electric. Phone 489Get Blue Lustre. Rent new
‘ 2595.
D17C
electric shampooer $1. Western
Welter* Vegetable Plates
'4 UCH, 2 chairs Spanish type,
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
19
cents
hite French provincial bedroom
Well".
DISC
TWO APARTMENTS, furnished
( Here or go)
it, harvest gold refrigerator, 2
(3veil-)
for four boys or four girls. Water
d lamps. Excellent condition.
furnished.
Available
imTRIANGLE INN
3-6324.
D20C NEW GIRL'S roadmaster
mediately. Phone 753-9741. DISC
bicycle. Phone 492-8569.
D15P

1

,IVING ROOM furniture,
dinette, stove, refrigerator, new
x springs and mattress, and
her items. Sale will be Dec. 16,
7,18 from 9 to 6 p.m. 405 Vine St.
11 753-7505.
D16C

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
Thursday
99'
You Can Eat
TRIANGLE INN
I

E IDEAL Christmas present,
niature brown AKC registered
oodles. One male, one female.
Pill be available for Christmas.
D20C
one 753-9263.
Kenmore
AVOCADO
969
rasher, like new. $125.00. Phone
DISC
53-9456.

Christmas
Trees
Flocked
and
Regular
Trees
CALL...
753-6350

59c

21-7
Storeys

ORDER NCW!!

Glindel Reaves
ir2 Mile on Lynn
Grove Highway
•

DON'T MERELY brighten
carpets...Blue Lustre them...no
rapid resoiling. Rent shampooer
$1. Murray Home & Auto
Store.
DISC

LACK & WIIITE Zenith
television in Early American
cabinet.00.00.Phone 7533047.
D17C

GREAT CHRISTMAS gift;
A GOOD buy. give it a try. Blue
Zenith Circle of Sound stereo.
Lustre America's favorite carpet
D18C Three speed, two speakers,
slunnpoo. Big K.
stand. Phone 753-7690.
D21C
EELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make GOOD USED clarinet, make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. DISC excellent Christmas gift. Also
want to buy good used Honda 100.
Phone 436-5450.
Dl'INC

r

Reserve one of our back-1
.
rooms for your '
,mg
Idm
'holiday party. Morning, noon :
f or night or in between
1
1
I
TRIANGLE/ANN • - No.
1
7 -34953
J
L

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
dryer, used short time, no chips,
or scratches. Avocado color.
Phone 753-.Thi71lays"or-75§4960
evenings.
D17C

The Lynnville Shoe Store has
done it again. They are overstocked with ladies boots. They
have the latest suede granny
boots in navy, brown and black.
They also have the latest stretch
boots. They have the latest
holiday boot in gold and silver
and the little girl's granny boot in
any color. Lynnville Shoe Store,
Sam Perry owner. Open five days
per week 8:30 till 6:00, Saturday
8:30 till 5:00,SundaY 1:00 p.m. till
D21C
6:00.

Service Station
FOR LEASE
Modern, well

Miss Your Paper
Call ...
75 3-7 278
Between 6:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m. In The

equipped, good 4ocation
Contact

Roberts Oil Co.
4th & Chestnut St.
Phone 753-2752

Evening

FOR RENT
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
Kentucky.Phone Max at 7539131.
1TC

If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

Saturday, December 18th. 10 a.m., rain or shine at the
former home of the late Mr. E.S. Diuguid, 601 West Main
Street, Murray, Kentucky,
Mrs. Charlotte Kirk Whitnell, Executrix of the late Mrs.
Katherine Diuguid Kirk's estate, will offer for sale, to settle
the estate, the antique furnishings, some used pryor to
since the comptition of the beautiful home in 1895 which
included bedroom suite, wash stand, and dresser, marble
top, secretary, a desk Dr. Taylor (a member of the family)
used, gateleg table, (6 leg), small tables, book case, three
sections, some books, hall tree, love seat matching chairs,
rocker, (all real nice) solid wood, six real large picture
frames, some small, outstanding mirrors, wicker chair and
clock.
Following unusual as to quality and quantity, real old
sterling silver flatware, tray, platter and cruits and wine
cups, painted china,set and odd pieces, real nice, three piece
carving set, pewter, brass and many decorative items.
Miscellaneous: Two TVs, end tables, chests, one 'cedar,
trunk, clock and boxes of brie brac and desirable items.

Douglas Shoemaker
In Charge of Sale
For information dial Murray, Kentucky, 753-3375.
SERVICES OFFERED

HARRY'S
ELECTRIC
&
Maintenance. No job is too small.
Reasonable
rates.
1108
Sycamore,phone 7532967.
JanuaryllNC

SHARE MY HOME

heat, ceramic tile bath with
shower.$100.00 per mont11. Phone
753-6931.
DISC
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wail
to wq11'carpet with central heat
andiir. $110.00 per month. Phone
753-7850.
TFC

Want good natured,
honest people

Reasonable Rates
•
Call •
Mrs. Connie Lampe
436-2173

7532-1P21..?

r

NOTICE

WHERE OS& I IS *MAW
"?er

pl5C

S.

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR ALL your home additions,
1971 DATSUN, 1200 coupe, dark
alterations, remodeling, etc.
green, air conditioner and mag
Free Estimates. Phone 753wheels. 7,000 miles. Phone 753TFC
6123.
8045 after 4:00 p.m.
D20C
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
1960 CHEVROLET 4 door hardtopsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
TFC top. All power. Cheap. Phone 753354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
6533 after 5.00p.m
D17C

TRAILER, 10x50', electric heat,
three miles from Murray. Phone FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
753-6231.
D29C installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Maintenance, Coldwater. Rhone
489-2295.
.JI2C
SERVICES OFFERED
FOR BOYS; two five room._ ,
furnished houses. 2/
1
2 miles from EXPERT TYPIST desires full
NOTICE
town. Available January. Phone time or temporary work: Also
753-5788 or 753-2748.
D17C shorthand, 60 words per minute.
Also filing, office machines, type
75 words per -minute. ExFOR RENT or sale, 1967 Regency perienced. Phone 753-2420. DM
mobile home, air conditioned
EXTRA NICE one bedroom Phone
753-7410.
D17C BACKHOE OR dozer services.
furnished apartment, /
1
2 block
Expert work. Reasonable. Phone
from college. Couples only. No FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
TFC
pets. Electric heat and air con- living room, kitchen, bathroom 753-9807.
ditioner. Phone 753-9135 or 753- with
shower and bath. One or two
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
4478.
DISC
bedrooms. Zimmerman Aparthoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753ments, South 16th Street, phone
5933.
TFC
30' x 50' BUILDING with air 753-6609.
D21C
compressor and auto hoist.
WILL DO house painting, interior
/C
O, /11,7y OCCaI/0•••
Located at 4th and Pine. Extra
COM,Alte 4CCIIS.110/41f
or
exterior, professional exlarge lot. Phone 753-3018.
D15C
OW NOW SeltlIKE
perience. Fully equipped to do
IN THE COUNTRY
any job. Guaranteed satisfaction.
TWO BEDROOM brick duplex
489-2287.
DISC
with air conditioning, electric

CHRISTMAS PUPPIES, Rat
LOST & FOUND
Terrier, Toy Terrier. Indoor or ROOM WTTH private entrance,
outdoor dogs. Phone 753-6505 within walking distance of
after 5:00 p.m.
D17C university. Phone 753-1387. • DOC COW HAS strayed up to our
house. Owner may claim it by
TWO BEDROOM furnished paying the price of this ad and
WELL KEPT carpels show the trailer at University Heights Identifying the cow. Call 753-4657
results of regular Blue Lustre Mobile Homes. Carpeted, color after 4 p.m.
D16C
spot cleaning. Rent electric television, electric heat, deposit
shampooer $1. Begley's Drug and references required. Phone LOST: SCHNAUZER dog, male,
Store.
DIIC 113-5191 days or 753-7358 after coloring, salt and pepper gray.
5:00p.m.
TFC Answers to name of Konig
HOSPITAL BEDS, $24.95,
(Kering). Phone 753-7931. D16C
Simmons beds with springs. TWO BEDROOM duplex apart
Twin size, $6.00. Bunk beds, ment, partly furnished. Call 753- LAST: WHITE Pointer, female
$14.88. Country Boy Stores, the 7767 after 5:00 p.m. $120.00 per bird dog. Wearing collar with
D20C Jackie Newberry's name. $100.00
AFGHAN, Army Surplus Folks, 9 miles month.
CROCHETED
Reward. Phone Earl Steele, 753from
Hopkinsville,
Junction
and
dark
55"x68", orlon, light
SMALL FURNISHED apartment 5082.
DISC
blue houndstooth check. Phone Kentucky 117 and Kentucky
for girls. Located at 1614 Main St.
D17P 164.
753-8982 after 5:00 p.m.
WANT TO'B-UY
Phone 753-3106.
D16C,
WANT TO BUY; logs and
MARX ELECTRIC dune buggy, LADLE'S GRAPE wool coat, size EXTRA NICE, two bedroom standing Umber. Also have for
1
2 price. 1505 mobile home in one of the most sale
rechargeable, like new. $15.00. 10, worn twice, /
lumber and sawdust.
‘
. Phone Glendale Road, phone 753Good iron bedstead, $3.09
beautiful locations around'. Phone 'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
DISC 753-6109.
DISC 3512.
D20C Phone 753-4147.
753-5145.
TFC
r

ESTATE AUCTION SALE

a Model PKT2441.

4WURLITZER PIANOS &
ORGANS

RECORD SALE, large selection,
country western, pop artists, and
classics. Wallace Book Store,
1413 Olive Blvd.
D20C

AUCTION SALE

for '179.95 should have been

POLAROID 360 electronic flash, REAL IMITATE- FOR SALE CHRISTMAS? WHY not a
case. Cost reduced, $195.00. Will' SMALL FARM: good location; Shapemakers Gift Certificate.
D3ONC
Phone 753-2962.
sacrifice for $85.00. Phone 753business or future investment.
D16P
1981 after 6:00 p.m.
One mile
East Murray, approximately 10 acres pasture.
Take Along A Sack Full
PUPPIES! Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
CHRISTMAS
Miniature Schnauzers, champion Cozy older
Country Ham On A Biscuit
7 room house,
sired, reasonable terms. Also modern. For appointment call
$.25 or 4 for 1.89
Saint Bernard bathing and 436-2173.
TFC
TRIANGLE INN
grooming services. No poodles.
Melody-Ayre Kennels, 901-247- 2 BEDROOM frame house,
3345, Route 2, Buchanan, Ten- electric heat, newly carpeted SHOP DOWNTOWN Murray
D20C throughout. 1 car garage. Saturday, while your children see
nessee.
d.4496 Vine. If in- the FREE
D16C Tickets are Free
terested,call 753-5898.
from parHELP WANTED
D17C
ticipating stores.
MOBILE HOME, available
Immediately in Shady Oaks. Two
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
PLANNED
bedrooms, 10' x 150', nicely
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
PROMOTIONAL
furnished for only $2500.00.
Piano
Lonardo
Choice lots on Dudley. Several purchase.
OPPORTUNITY
across from Post
Company,
residential and two for multi-unit
Office,Paris,Tennessee. DY7C
This position offers a
apartment or office buildings.
career opportunity through
Seventy five wooded acres
planned advancement to
joining TVA at Anderson Creek
management levels and
Embayment.Owner will finance.
higher earnings. ApNumerous 'multiple listed
plicants should have some
properties in Murray and
Sales and Service
college training or a high
Calloway County. C. 0. Booschool diploma
with
durant Realty, phone 7534964 or
LEACH'S MUSIC &
business experience.
753-3460.
1317C
Applicants must have good
ELEXTROLUX SALES & Serdriving record.
FOR LEASE
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
We offer a good starting
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farsalary, plus liberal emmington, Kentucky.
TFC
ployee benefits.
For an interview appointment, call or write to:
If You
MR.C.P. WILLIAMS
C.I.T. FINANCIAL
SERVICES
Southaide Shopping
CV. 15/4702

AUCTION SALE

TV SERVICE CENTER

SEWING MACHINE, famous
make, original package, open,
but same as new. Original price
over $200.00. Will sacrifice $95.00.
Phone 753-6020 after 5:30 p.m.
D16C

lb.

NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

000

More
Classifieds
on
Page 12
NOTICE
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John's Trial Of Hijack Accomplice
Wins Over To Be Held In Jacksonville
American U.

Double Funeral Services Held AtSt.
Chapel for the Two Dunn Brothers
NOTICE

NOTICE

Seen 8, Heard . . .
f

uotiourd from

Page 1 )

St
Francis
of
Assisi
popularized the tradition of
Christmas caroling. The word
carol means to "dance in a ring".
The 13th century saint, in order
to bring the Christmas message
vividly and directly to his
villagers—many of whom could
not read—arranged a manger
scene with real people and
animals. When the villagers
came to see it, he led them in
joyous "caroling."

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (UPI) ruled this uut as a factor. He
—The trial of Bobby Wayne also said the U. S. attorney's
Wallace, charged in an October office in Jacksonville has comTODAY
hijacking that left three persons piled "voluminous reports" in
FREE TO AU.
dead, will be held in Jackson- investigating the case and the
Basketball
Roundup
College
at
Ice
Cream
Homemade
ville despite defense attempts to local U. S. attorney's office is
Serving
By United Press Internacional move it to Wallace's hometown ready to proceed with the trial,
while the Nashville U. S. attorTRIANGLE INN
They call Mel Davis the of Nashville.
"chairman of the boards" at St.
U. S. District Judge Gerald ney's office would require addiJohn's and he showed why B. Tjoflat denied a defense mo- tional time.
Tuesday night.
tion Tuesday for a change of
Davis, a high-jumping 6-foot-7 venue and said the trial could
junior, scored 33 points and be held in Jacksonville next
The word "yule" originated
pulled down 21 rebounds as the month. However, he did not set
with
pagan northern peoples of
sixth-ranked Redmen struggled a trial date.
the ancient past who thought the
to an 83-78 overtime victory
Defense attorneys James
Purchased at
sun was a wheel revolving around
against American University. Neal of Nashville and Edward
The funeral for Ricky Lane
the earth. Observing that on a
hard
way,
it
the
Davis
did
And
Booth of Jacksonville had arWhited, age 17. of Murray Route
certain day in midwinter the
outduelling American's Kermit gued that a Nashville trial
Three will be held Thursday at
sun's appearance and disapWashington, the nation's lead- would be less expense and more
the
chapel
of
a.m.
at
the
eleven
From Now Till Christmas
pearance marked the shortest
ing rebounder. Washington had convenient for the witnesses.
Max Churchill Funeral Home
Louisville—A large majority of
30 points and 20 rebounds to
Wallace, 32, is charged with Kentucky retailers have no base day of the year, they called the
with Sister Marilyn Williams
(Sale Shirts Are Not Included)
keep the Eagles in the game. air piracy, kidnaping, threaten- price lists available; and only a cycle the "hweol", a time of
and Rev. William McKinney
"I want to be an all-America, ing a pilot with a gun and carofficiating.
few have taken steps to compile celebrating.
HELP WANTED
it's my No. 1 goal," said Davis, rying a concealed weapon
HELP WANTED
Burial will be in the Jeffrey
one as required by the Economic
who was one of the nation's aboard an aircraft.
the
with
Cemetery
Some historians trace the
Stabilization Act, a recent survey
OFFICE HELP; receptionist TRUCK DRIVERS (Experience arrangements by the Max
most sought-after schoolboy
The indictment charged Walorigin
of Christmas gift-giving to
clerk and general office work. not necessary) To train for local Churchill Funeral Home where
athletes three years ago at lace aided George Giffe of by the Internal Revenue Service a similar Roman practice each
disclosed.
Send written resume to P.O. Box and over-the -road hauling. Can friends may call.
Boys High in Brooklyn. "I'm Nashville en route to the BaNew Year's Day.
Christian
Price Commission regulations
D15C earn up to $5.16 per hour after
32-A, Murray, Kentucky.
out to prove I deserve it."
Whited, age 17, died Tuesday
hamas.
theologians
believe it symbolizes
short training. For application,
William Len Dunn
require
all
retailers
to
display
Davis controlled the boards in
disabled
the
airFBI agents
the gifts brought to the infant
AN OHIO oil company offers call 606-299-6912 from 9 A.M. to 7
the overtime and sparked the craft with gunfire when it land- prominently at the place of sale
Jesus by the magi.
opportunity for high income plus P.M. or write NATION WIDE
Eldridge, and Johnny Colson. St. John's defense, which held ed at Jacksonville International base prices of all food products
1
2- Airport for refueling. Officers except those excepted by com, regular cash bonuses, convention SEMI DIVISION, 171 New Circle
Interment will be in the American scoreless for a 2/
trips and abundant fringe Road, N.E., Lexington, Kentucky
Jeffrey Cemetery near the Dunn minute stretch of the overtime. said Giffe then opened fire mission regulations; and base
MSC
benefits to mature man in 40505.
home with the arrangements by
aboard the plane, killing his price lists of 40 items in each
Villanova wife, pilot Brent Downs and department that have the highest
Elsewhere,
the Max Churchill Funeral
Murray area. Regardless of
Merrimack
108-77,
trounced
Home.
experience, air mail D.K. Read,
himself.
dollar volume in the course of a
Both boys seer,
.4_aisay,a-s)ariti Fordham tripped Columbia 88-U. S. attorney John Briggs, year's sales or, as an alternative,
P:aaa American Lubricants Co.,
in a one car accident on 70, Princeton, the No. 18 team, arguing against the change of a list of those items accounting
Box f96, Dayton,Ohio 45401. D16P
Highway 94 East,on Monday at whipped Navy 73-58, Davidson venue Tuesday, said the court for 50 per cent of total dollar
5:30 p.m.
William was a downed Richmond 100-67, Cin- docket is less crowded in Jack- sales in a year. The lesser figure
MALE HELP wanted, day shift,
freshman at Calloway County cinnati stopped Bowling Green sonville than Nashville and the may
10:00 till 5:00 p.m. Apply in
be used.
High School having completed 89-72, Purdue routed Indiana case has had less publicity in
person to Long John Silver's,
The Commission allows small
State
State
105-84,
Iowa
the
eighth
grade
at
Almo
School
he
city.
In
addition,
the Florida
South 12th Street from 2:00 till
stores, Murray State University has
last year. Alan was a fifth grade trounced Illinois State 106-85 said, the criminal case against retailers, excluding food
DISC
5:00p.m.
and Florida clubbed South Wallace would be hampered by whose annual sales are $100,000 been designated as a test center
Florida 98-77.
a civil case in the Nashville or less to consider themselves as for administering National
WANTED: BUTCHER to work
a single department in posting Teacher Examinations Jan. 29,
Hank Siemiontkowski, a star courts.
in local food store. Phone Fairin last season's NCAA tourney,
Big Brothers Aircraft Inc. of their prices for the 40 items or 50 1972, according to Dr. Donald
dealing, 354-8387.
D21P
celebrated his list birthday Nashville, owner of the hijack- per cent of dollar sales.
Rye,director of the Murray State
with a 25-point burst as ed plane, has filed a $2.5 million
No allowable increases in testing center.
Villanova topped Merrimack administrative claim against prices can be permitted until College seniors preparing to
Fticky Lane Whited
and Kenny Charles' 17 points the government on behalf of these base price lists are teach and teachers applying for
led unbeaten Fordham to its Dawns' widow and Mrs. Giffe's displayed prominently for positions in school systems which
at 12:45 a.m. at the Murrayfourth consecutive victory. Bob parents. The claim charges the customer inspection. To increase
encourage or require the NTE
Calloway County Hospital from
Ford and William Franklin FBI mishandled the hijacking prices before displaying base
Injuries sustained in a one car
are eligible to take the tests. Last
combined for 43 points in by not allowing the plane to reprice lists is a violation of the year about 116,000 candidates
accident on Highway 94 East on
Purdue's romp over Indiana fuel and continue to the BaMonday at 5.30 p.m.
Economic Stabilization Act and, took the examinations, which are
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT, 3 miles North of Paris on Hwy.
State and Tom O'Connor's 19 hamas.
born
young
boy,
The
further, retailers will be in prepared and administered by
Iowa State blitz
points
helped
641.
"The crime alleged occurred violation of the Act if base prices
December 8, 1954, underwent
Educational Testing Service,
Illinois State.
in Nashville," Neal argued. are not prominently displayed in
surgery at the hospital for
Princeton, N. J.
This week, Friday, December 17 will be the last sale until
resided
in
people
involved
"The
injuries but expired shortly
stores as of January 1, 1972.
CONFUSION COUNT*,
Designation of Murray State as
December 31st, so don't miss this one.
was
from
aircraft
Nashville,
the
after the surgery. He was taken
LOS ANGELES(AP) — BuyViolators are subject to a test center for the examinations
from
Wallace
is
Nashville.
to the hospital by a Blalocking a record is a happening,
prescribed penalties of the Act will give prospective teachers in
Nashville.
SOMETHING FREE: Eisenhower dollar will be given
Coleman ambulance.
says Russ Solomon. president
that allows a maximum fine of the area an opportunity to
possibly
could
re"This
man
away every hour. At the end of the sale some lucky person
Survivors are his mother,
of a chain or record stores in
$5,000 for each violation
compare their performance on
Mrs. Geraldine Blankenship,
will get a country ham FREE. You don't have to buy to win,
Los Angeles, San Francisco and ceive the death penalty and he
the examinations with
canown
comtried
in
his
should
be
William
stepfather,
just register and be there for the drawing
Sacramento.
didates throughout the eountn,
Solomon says that his stores munity."
Blankenship, three half sisters,
Alan Wayne Dunn
Tjoflat's order stated he felt
who take the tests, Rye said.
deliberately set the scene for a
Wanda, Elaine, and Peggy
We have lots of merchandise to sell; glass. chma.dishes,
student of Mrs. Maurelle Nance happening He says. -The cus- most of the witnesses would be
Designed to assess cognitive
half
one
and
Blankenship,
odds and ends of all kinds, new bedroom suite, cedar chest,
School.
Jacksonville
area
and
Almo
from
the
at
the
knowledge
and understanding in
tomer
is
hit
by
the
color
Blankenship,
and
William
brother,
odd chest, beds, dressers and lamps, trunks, baby bed and
The school at Almo will be variety and sometimes he has said the government would pay
professional education, general
Route Three;
Murray
of
Jr.,
all
oak wardrobe, metal cabinets, oil heater, tables, old clocks
students to stumble over the stuff to get the cost of transporting defense
education and subject-field
one sister, Mrs. C. J. Thomas of dismissed at noon and
and wash stand and many more items.
The funeral for Mrs. Maggie specialization, the examinations
Blairsville, Ga.; grandfather, at Calloway County High School to something, because there's witnesses since Wallace has
time piles of stuff in the middle of been declared an indigent.
Orr is being held today at two are limited to assessment of
Henry Cecil of Bluefield, W. will be excused at that
Almo buses leave the the floor. It's utter confusion,
judge said the chances of p.m. at the chapel of the Miller these aspects of teacher
when
the
The
Mrs.
grandmother,
step
Va.;
lunch. Supt. all the time. It's chaotic all the getting a fair and impartial tri- Funeral Home with Rev. A.B. education that are validly and
AUCTIONEERS SHORTY MCBRIDE 247
Eula Kilgore of Murray Route high school after
William B. Miller said the time and should be "
al, were equal in _either city and McLeod officiating.
JAMES E. TRAVIS 278
Three
reliably measured by well conschools cannot be all dismissed
Grandsons are serving as structed ,
paper-and-pencil tests.
in
burial
will
be
due to regulations of the
and
pallbearers
"Bulletins of Information"
Minimum Foundation program
the South Pleasant Grove
registration
the describing
with
of Kentucky.
Cemetery
Mrs. Morris Dunn, mother of
arrangements by the Miller procedures and containing
registration forms as well as
the boys, drives a school bus for
Funeral Home of Hazel.
By United Press International and 9th divisions were believed
the Almo district, and their
Mrs. Orr, age 84, died Monday sample test questions may be
major college), Cheyney State- at seven
Dunn, is
Morris
By BILL MADDEN
p.m. at the obtained from Testing Center,
father,
TOKYO—A strong earthquake to have taken refuge in the 100Philadelphia Textile and San Convalescent Division of the Room 350, Education Building,
was recorded today east of the square-mile plantation, which
custodian and bus driver for the
UPI Sports Writer
State
University,
Faxon district.
Soviet Union's Kamchatka Pe- has been out of operation for
NEW YORK )UPI)—Evans- Fernando Valley State-U. of Murray-Calloway County Murray
Survivors are their parents, yule is still No. 1, but a host of Pacific.
ninsula and authorities in Japan more than a year, because of
Hospital. Her husband, Clayton Murray, Ky., 42071, or directly
three brothers, Barry Dunn, unbeatens are beginning to
and Hawaii and possibly in the fighting.
from the National
Orr, died in 1963.
Teacher
Morris Reed Dunn, and Tracy challenge for the top spot in the
Russia issued tidal wave
Survivors are one daughter, Examinations,
Educational
Neal Dunn, grandparents, Mr. United Press International
warnings. The quake, recorded
Mrs. Pearl Paschall of Hazel Testing Service, Box 911, PrinDACCA—Pakistani and Inat 7.8 on the Richter scale, was
and Mrs. Albert Ahart, and small college basketball ratings
Route One; four sons, Odell Orr ceton, N. J., 08540.
dian
troops
were
engaged
in
Page
(Continued from
great grandmother, Mrs. selected by the board of
reportedly centered about 750
of Murray Route Four, Richard
Fannie Scott, all of Dexter coaches.
miles from Amchitka Island, "fierce fighting" north of
have to be some changes in the Orr of Lexington, A.C. Orr of
A bird's two eyes often weigh
the scene of last month's U.S. Dacca today. Radio Pakistan
With 32 coaches participating West, which he did not specify. Smithville, Va., and Milburn
Route One.
said the Pakistani forces were
more than its brain he eyes of
in the second week of balloting,
underground nuclear test_
The administration appeared Orr of Murray Route Seven; one
throwing back the "Indian
Evansville received 25 first to be viewing the situation as brother, Gat Kelly of Detroit, an ostrich often weigh more
PRODUCTIVE SCREENING place votes and out-pointed
than twice the weight of its
SAIGON—South Vietnamese ivaders." Indian spokesmen had
which the Soviets are Mich.; thirteen grandchildren; brain.
NEW YORK (API — An air- runner-up Kentucky State, 328- one in
armored units pushed into the said they expected the East
Chinese eighteen great grandchildren.
the
humiliate
to
trying
port passenger screening sysgiant Chup rudber plantation in Pakistan capital would fall by
213. Louisiana Tech t 3-0), with by supporting India to show the
tem in effect to identify potentoday,
one first place vote was third world that China cannot preveastern Cambodia and the
tial hijackers has resulted in
Answe to Yesterday s Puzzle
184 points.
allied units reported spotting at
ent Pakistan's decline despite
the arrest of about 1.500 people with
WASHINGTON — Sen. Birch
of Wisconsin, Peking's backing.
Claire
=GOO
least one battalion of the NQ019
Eau
MU000
ACROSS
4
3
4
S
ys
m
ta
bo
tel
(
fa
o
b,
rb
)
during the last year, most of
OMOMOO GOMM
tantalum
which upped its record to 6-0
Vietnamese 9th Infantry Divi- D. Bayta D-Ind., today opened
Top Polley Issue
charges
on
unrelated
them
to
letter
I
Greek
hearings
OM
into the use of
UOMBOOM MO
sion. The North Vietnamese 7th
The war was one of the top
hijacking. say Federal officials- last week, was fourth and
5 Poems
5 Style of
MOO ODOM 002
barbiturates by young persons.
Tennessee State ( 2-0) was fifth. foreign policy issues Nixon
9 Vessel
pairiting
•
More
than
400
were
arrested
MOM
MO O003
Bayh said it is "entirely
12 Sea in Asia
6
7 Stylish
Cheyney State, Assumption, discussed with French Pres- 13
for possession of illegal drugs
MMO000 011100
Mountain of
Babylonian
possible" barbiturates may
Akron
and
ident Georges Pompidou in
Europe
DOM UMOO
or narcotics when officers Stephen F. Austin,
have surpassed heroin as the
The self
9
8 Cder
COMM =MOO
searched them for weapons Howard Payne completed the their two-day Azores summit 14
letter
15
Greek
most dangerous and deadly
Pertaining
t
ty
to
Bobby Joe Causey
003M BOO OMMi
About the same number were top 10. For unbeaten ninth session which ended Tuesday. 16 Poker stake
punishment
drug among the nation's youth.
OMM ODOM OM
From
'
The
18 Distant (poet ) 10 King of Bashan
Funeral services for Bobby arrested as illegal aliens, and at ranked Akron, it was quite a Secretary of State William P. 20
130 MMMMOMO M
College degree 11 Preposition
least 300 were arrested for try- jump as the Zips were Rogers, arriving back in
Murray
17,
of
age
Causey,
Joe
(abbr
)
=MOO
PLAN WORKING
0011000
ing to board an airliner with a unranked both last week and in Washington after the meetings, 22 Gaelic
1197 Compass188'8
OM003
201000
. SAN FRANCISE30a rar4aaa Route Four will be, held firearm, which ir501MT—Fed
21 Sai.n¢ing voice
-season.
said relations between the 24 Algonquian
pre
the
at
p.m.
two
at
Thursday
The number of car pools taking
Indians
23
Plenty
poet
I
eral law
The coaches' voting included United States and France were 27 Liquefy
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Double funeral services fur
two brothers, William Len
(Tiny) Dunn, age 14, and Alan
Wayne Dunn, age 10, are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Sister
Marilyn Williams and Rev.

William McKinney officiating.
Pallbearers for William are
Jim, Ricky, Dicky, and Andy
Burkeen, L. A. Travis, and
Ronnie Hudson. Pallbearers for
Alan are Bobby Ross, Joe Ross,
Pat Ross, Randy Scott, Junior
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Peking thaw may free U.S. captives

Crete is a land of sun, contrasts
Organization iiiLssile training
base that plays a major role in
keeping an effective eye on
Soviet warships entering the
Mediterranean from the Black
Sea.
Mostly, however, Crete is a
place of history and quiet
relaxation — an ideal haven for
the traveler who has fought his
way through the crowds and
hectic pace of Paris, Vienna
and other European tourist
favorites_
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By ARTHUR C. MILLER
Copley News Service
HONG KONG — Once again
Communist China appears to
be getting ready to close the
long and difficult chapter on
Americans imprisoned in that
country.
The recent visit to Peking by
the mother of one of the four
remaining U. S. citizens in
Chinese jails, and official indications that the prisoner's
case is being reviewed, have
revived hope that the prisoner

issue in Sino-U. S. relations
may soon be resolved.
The prisoner involved, John
Thomas Downey, is under the
heaviest sentence of any of the
four remaining American
prisoners. He is serving a life
term.
His mother, 70-year-old Mrs.
Mary Downey of New Britain,
Conn., recently was allowed —
for the sixth time — to visit
Downey at his prison in Peking.
At their final two-hour meeting,
Downey told his mother that

Church thief repents
after discovering God
A thief who stole food and
other articles from a church in
Salem, Oregon, left them in a
dustbin with a note.
"Sorry to have taken the
things from your place of
worship. Will send money to
church for damages through
the mail. Have discovered
•
God"
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the Chinese authorities had
indicated they were reviewing
his case.
If Downey's sentence is
commuted and he is released,
the chances are good that a
second prisoner, Richard
George Fecteau of Lynn,
Mass., also will be freed.
Fecteau and Downey were
arrested at the same time when
their C-47 aircraft came down
in China on Nov. 5, 1952. The
two men, civilian employes of
the Army at the time, were
charged with espionage and
sentenced on Nov. 23, 1954, by
the Military Tribunal of the
Supreme People's Court of
China.
Fecteau was given a 20-year
sentence and Downey life. The
Chinese said the life sentence
was handed Downey because
he was the alleged leader of the
team.
Depending on whether the
Chinese calculate from the
time of his arrest or the time of
conviction, Fecteau will
have served his "20-year sentence either next year or in
1974.
The two other prisoners still
in Chinese jails are U.S.
military men captured in
Chinese territory after being
engaged in air missions over
North Vietnam.
They are Air Force Capt.
Philip E. Smith, who has been a
prisoner since Sept. 20, 1965,
when his F-104 fighter came
down on China's Hainan Island
near the Gulf of Tonkin, and
Navy Lt. Robert J. Flynn, who
was captured in China's
Kwangsi province on Aug. 21,
1967.
Neither flier has been formally tried and sentenced.
The release of Smith and
Flynn apparently will depend
to a large extent on NW/ 300n
and how completely the United
States withdraws from Vietnam.
The subject of the American
prisoners no doubt will be
discussed during President
Nixon's vtstt to Peking The
subject also was regularly

A CRETAN RELIC—This fortress of many centuries ago is located in Iraklion, trek, It is one of
many ruins going back to 4000 B.C. and mixes with the more "modern" attractions that lure tourists
to Crete.
Agnew, in a recent visit here, Knossos. They eventually left
By JOHN PINKERMAN
American airlines, which
remarked on seeing what was to undertake the invasion of agreed nearly 15 years ago to
Copley News Service
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IRAKLION, Crete — This vintage, "They don't seem to important center until the 4th
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largest of the Greek islands have made too many im- Century A. D.
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5,000 square miles) is a study provements since those days,
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history here, too, and even
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A judge in Gardner, Mass.,
ordered a prisoner who appeared before him on a charge
of being drunk and disorder')
and of calling the arresting
officer a pig to be taken on a
tour of a pig farm.
After the tour, the man
apologized, and his case was
adjourned until April.
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raised at Sino-U. S. ambassadorial talks in Warsaw.
Since 1949, 175 American
citizens have been detained in
Chinese jails for varying
lengths of time.
The great majority of these
prisoners were incarcerated in
the 1950s and were released
after serving short sentences.
Of the total, 139 were
missionaries who refused to
leave China after the Communist takeover.
Seventeen of those prisoners,
including Smith and Flynn,
have been U. S. military
personnel.
Five prisoners died while still
was
jailed. The latest
businessman Hugh Francis
Redmond Jr. of Yonkers, N. Y.,
who died last year in a e'
Shanghai jail. According to an
official Peking report, Redmond committed suicide by
slashing an artery with a razor
blade on April 13, 1970.
As the Communists pressed
ahead in 1948 toward 11;.,te
victory over the Nationalists,
there were an estimated 4,000
Americans still in China. Most
of them left the country between December, 1948, and
April, 1950, on the advice of the
U. S. State Department.
By the end of 1951. some 300
Americans remained in China,
the great majority of them
missionaries.
Today, in addition to the four
prisoners, there are about 50
other Americans who make
China their home and who work
for the Chinese government as
translators, teachers and in
other capacities.
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Conference committee is
Congress' most powerful
approved by a
of each conference delegation, the item in
question is returned to the
floors of both houses for approval. It can be debated but
not amended and approved
either in total or not at all.
'Unlike the state legislative
system, where it is not unusual
for one, two or more conference
committees to deadlock on
controversies, congressional
-managers" usually work out
their problems the first time
When

majority

•
Sr

GOOD HARVEST—Wilbur Kinney of Vita Green Farms to Southern California displays
organically grown produce at one of his three farms He says he is the largest shipper of this type of
produce.

WASHINGTON — The name
of the most powerful committee in Congress never appears in any official journals or
directories of Capitol Hill.
It is the House-Senate
"Conference Committee," a
body formed to make the final
decision on any piece of
legislation passed by both
houses with substantial dif.
ferences in each.
In the next few weeks, such a arTh
is 'session's most watched
ound
committee will prepare the Conference Committee will be
final report on tax legislation to the one dealing with new tax
be stamped by both houses and legislation. It is a political
significant
sent to the President.
of
football
Although the conference magnitude.
system remains the only
President Nixon is interested
practical way to formulate in many phases of it necessary
legislation, it is not without to fully implement his
critics. The description of economic master plan It also
"most powerful" is agreed to contains a string of amendby all members of Congress, ments, mainly passed by the
whatever their seniority.
Senate, which give lower inJoint committees are nor- come families tax breaks And,
mally small. Threeirorn each it also contains the contaxhouse is the rnirumum number trcrversial•
of "managers" or conferees. payer option which would
There can be more depending funnel millions into the campaign treasuries of major
on the complexity of a bill.
presidential candidates.
It is this committee which
Mr. Nixon is steadfastly
meets, behind closed doors, to opposed to the latter but is
set the final dollar amounts in certain to face it in the final bill
an appropriation bill or to because majority Democrats in
carve out the language in a both houses want it
measure which could form
The Tax Conference Comnational policy.
mittee also will be a stage for
Why the criticism?
It centers mainly on the fact Capitol Hill's two most
that the Conference Com- acknowledged fiscal brains —
mittee, acting often in the Rep. Wilbur Mills, chairman of
space of a few hours, makes the Ways and Means Cornfinal decisions on policy
standing
which
matters
committees have occupied
themselves with for months in
hearings. Rarely is an outside

much more because they require constant care."
This is the reason most organically -grown produce is
VISTA, Calif. — "If people
more expensive. Kinney estiknew and understood what is
mates his fruits and vegetables interest brought in to retestify
chemically done to the foods
cost from 25 to 50 per cent more before conferees.
they buy at supermarkets they
The elite conferees also are
than commercially farmed
wouldn't walk into another one
produce, but they aren't sold the targets of heavy lobbying
as long as they lived.
from special interests because,
through health food stores.
•'Why by the time persons get
"The produce we grow on my for practical purposes, the
to be 65 or 70 they've consumed
farms is shipped to individual legislative buck stops behnxi
so many kinds of chemical
clients throughout the United the locked doors of a small
preservatives they're as good
States, Canada, Eirope and conference roan on the Capias embalmed," said Wilbur
tol's Senate side.
Asia," he said. .
Kinney, an organic termerKinney, who Is more tram
rancher and researcher here.
feet tall and weighs close to 400
Kinney is one of a handful of
pounds, aspired to be a doctor
growers scattered across the
and actually completed two
producUnited States who are
years of pre-med school when
ing crops and feeding livestock
he decided he needed a working
through the principles of orknowledge of agriculture to aid
ganic farming.
him in determining what
"I sincerely believe that it is
makes people sick.
Ky . —Go v .
FRANKFORT,
said
the best way to farm,"
"It's a proven fact that a perWendell H. Ford has named
Kimey, who grew up on a midson's diet determines his state
western farm and majored in
of health and I believe that it Robin Benson the 1972 Kentucky
his
during
science
can also create diseases within March of Dimes Poster Child.
agricultural
It is the first year as poster
him," said Kinney. "Many
physicians have realized this child for the five-year-old
and that is why they have pre- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
scribed organically grown Benson of Danville.
1972 the vivacious
During
foods for patients suffering
from allergies, stomach disor- bright-eyed tot will make apders and the like."
pearancesearsteleramas travel
The majority of Kinney's throughout the state meeting
clients are people who have volunteer leaders of many
been urged by their doctors to communities.
eat only organically grown
Robin was born with an oper
foods.
spine and is paralyzed from her
"You'd be surprised at some thighs down.
of the things that people are alGovernor Ford also named
lergic to," said Kinney as he Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray
sat in his cluttered little adobe honorary state chairman for the
brick office at his main Vita 1972 Kentucky March of Dimes.
Green Farm in Vista, north of
Governor Ford, who has served
San Diego. "Many people are as honorary chairman for
the
allergic to the crop sprays and past three
years, said, '"There
chemical preservatives found have
been
many
acin commercially grown food
and some are allergic to the complishments made during the
wrappings and containers used past year but much more needs to
be done for the estimated 4300
to protect this food."
Kentucky children who are born
According to Kinney certain with one or more serious
birth
types of cans and wrapping defects each year.
material would contaminate
"One breakthrough came with
foodistuffs if it weren't for the
the licensing in 1968 of a serum to
chemical preservatives.
"It's a vicious circle," he prevent Rh disease," he noted,
said, "but I think we've proven adding that medical authorities
that sprays and preservatives estimate that about one out,of
every four women who needs the
aren't really necessary.
serum is not receiving it.
"Critics of organically grown
Magnavox has been raking great sounds for over 60
Keith Hanley of LoubrrWe was
its
loses
it
that
say
produce
years, and model 2515 is value-packed for peak pertough arid named State Teenage Chairman
often
freshness,
is
formance Two 6" speakers in each detachable chanfor the second year. He will assist
doesn't have the pretty shape of
nel, compensated loudness and tone controls, an
supermarket produce," said in the recruiting of teenage
volunteers and will coordinate
automatic player with lock -down
Kinney.
various tennage activities
proorganic
because
is
"This
it
Take
anywhere!
latches
duce has more life and nutri- throughout the state The Durrett
NOW ONLY
tion in it to begin with and will High School student has served
three years on the Jefferson
wilt and shrivel faster
"Even so, it is fresher and County chapter's Teen Board of
Directors.
more nutritious," he said
In place of pest sprays Kinney employes various predator
See over 50 magnificent sights and
bugs, such as the ladybug and
sounds - Color TV consoles and porspiders, and is experimenting
tables with Total Automatic Color.
with an electronic flying insect
stereo, radios and tape recorders
'Working on a factory
which attracts
electrocutor
all at great savings All great gifts'
production line seems to spoil
night-flying insects with a
the sex life of the amourous
black light.
Italians, British public health
"Ladybugs are great for polinspectors recently reported.
linating fields and ridding them
They found that 20,000 of the
of aphids, but they will never
eat every last one of them," giant Fiat car plant's work
force in -Turin went absent
said Kinney "By leaving a few
of the aphids to,reproduoe, the
everyday. They claimed
ladybugs have insured their
assembly line wock reduced
food supply and maintained the theicesexual prowess and gave
balance of nature "
them nervous twitches.
college days at Cal Poly at San
Luis Obispo, Calif.
"This is because you're relying on nature and things which
are natural to grow your crops
and therefore not upsetting the
balance of nature by using
chemicals in fertilizers and
pest sprays which normally
wouldn't be found in the soil."
Kinney knows the pros and
cons of commercial and organic farming. In 1939, his last
year of commercial farming,
he produced 1,1100 carloads of
'fruits and vegetables The next
year, farming organically, he
produced only three carloads.
•'Farming organically means
a great deal more work and a
bigger capital outlay," Kinney
said. "Depending on the crop, it
can cost from $800 to 12,000 per
acre.
"Radishes and turnips are
among the cheapest crops to
grow but sensitive crops like
celery and tomatoes may cost

vote

mittee, and Sen. Russell Long,
chairman of the Finance
Committee.
Their respective committees
heard the mounds of testimony
from a variety of special interest groups before making
full bill recommendations.
The end result is now a
hybrid creature waiting for the
surgical blades which Mills and
Long wield so well.
Earlier in this session —
when talk of congressional
parliamentary reforms was
heavy — the issue of loosening
the influence of conference
committees was citscussed.
Reform moves, however, never
got far.
A principal philosophical
issue splitting the houses is
often referred to as the "rule of
germaneness." Generally, it is
applied when the House thinks
the Senate has inserted an
amendment in one of its approved measures which has no
bearing on the subject matter
There have been many
examples of this attempt to mix
legislative apples and oranges
in past years Unless someone
complains, it is very possible
for the Senate, for example, to
insert a $50 million appropriation for economic
assistance to Taiwan in a
general bill dealing with increased funding for the Appalachia highway program
The House, which originates
all money bills, is firm on the
germaneness rule. The Senate,
which always gets second
crack, has a looser point of
view.

State Boost Legal
Fees For Welfare

Butler Ask Plan,
Evaluate Education

The Department of Economic
Security has approved higher
lawyers
for
fees
legal
representing applicants for or
recipients of public assistance
tunds.
The new fee schedule becomes
effective Dec. 31, after a 20-day
period for filing objections.
schedule
Under the new
lawyers are granted a $25 fee
increase for hearings and appeals before the appeals board,
a 175 increase for appelas to
circuit court and a 1200 increase
for preparing and presenting
cases before the Court of Appeals.
The old fee schedule has been
in effect since 1969.
Both the old and new
enforcing
regulations say
payment of the fee "shall be a
matter entirely between such
counsel. and the claimant" and
specify that no part of the fee
shall be deducted from the
benefit checks that are dbe the
claimant.

State Superintendent of Public
Instruction Wendell P. Butler has
recommended the 1972 General
Assembly direct the Department
of Education to develop a plan
for evaluating the quality for
secondary and elementary
education in Kentucky
Butler made the proposal in a
report to the state Board of
Education and said the primary
reason for the evaluation is obvious.
"We are living in a period of
high public sensitivity and alarm
about the character and quality
of education," he said. "Because
of public concern, educational
leadership cannot afford the cost
up a great
of passing
challenge. to make a constructive response now to public
concern about our schools."
Butler also said the legislature
should provide sufficent funds to
carry out the program but
mentioned no specific figure.
He made other proposals including dividing the state's 190
school districts into nine administrative regions.

RHINE POLLUTION
The Dutch Government has
appealed to firms to reduce as
much as possible their
discharge of waste into the
polluted and drought-hit River
Rhine

SATELLITE ST ATS
Early detection of forest
fires, even in the most remote
areas, will be made possible by
the earth resources technology
satellites.
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

"TRUE VALUE"
SINGLE UNIT PRICING

Git

39c
IGA Turkeys
Lb. Avg. 49;
Turkeys
Matchless Bacon lb. 49c
lb. 25c
Cut-Up Fryers
IGA Canned Ham 3-1b.can$An79
10-12 lb. avg.
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REVIEW

Grambling
welcomes
a white
MY LITTLE BRO'llIER'S
COMING TOMORROW; by
Bruce Bahrenburg; G. P. Putnam's Sons; 254 pages; Isis.

WEDNESDAY—DECEMBER 15, 1971

KENTUCKY

Kin, community should aid needy
ny FATHER LESTER
Copley News Service

Dear Father Lester:
Shouldn't the government be
made to provide decent housing, food and clothing for old
folks who can prove they have
ver!, little income9
Possibly there should be villages for the elderly, and
Staffed by volunteer workers so
that a heartfelt job is done
Mrs. Jane A.

subtudisritv, the commuruty
should by no means usurp the
prior responsibility of children
and close relatives. Nevertheless, it could unwittingly do It
by raising the welfare taxes so
high that the average citizen
either no longer can afford to
fulfill his responsibilities or no
longer feels that they are his
responsibilities but the government's.

dmarlly, they have no right to
assume an obligation they cannot fulfill. Hence, if adopting a
child from a racial background
at odds with other members of
the family or the neighborhood
would create more of an obstacle to the child's normal upbringing than the other alternatives open to him, they
should not adopt him. Otherwise adopting him is moral and
laudatory.

to the individual citizens
possible so that their money is
not used to take away their
freedom. Hence, under ordinary circumstances, the greatest part of tax money should
.ay within the local community; then the remainder filters upward, with the federal
government getting the least

Address your questions to
Father Lester in care of Copley
Reviewed By
*
*
*
News Service, P.O. Box 190,
PAUL CORCORAN
Diego, Calif. 92112,
Sao
Copley News Service
Dear Mrs. A.:
This is the story of the first
Dear Father Lester:
The community has an obliwhite football player from gation to provide a decent livI've noticed that recently Dear Father Lester:
There is a lot of political con- TINSEL TALE
Grambling College, Gram- ing relatively proportionate to
many childless couples, as well
the fedbling, La., an unlikely supplier the standards of the comas those who have youngsters trove7sy today about
NEW YORK (UPI) — Timid
eral government collecting on a Christmas tree, how it
adopting
chilof talent for almost every team
are
own,
their
of
munity for those citizens who
aring
in the National Football are willing but unable to prodren of varied racial back- taxes and then revenue-sh
started — according to a
according
League.
grounds. Sociologists call this with states and cities
Ukranian legend: Long ago a
vide for themselves The aged,
needs.
one's
each
to
Also, whether by intent or of course, often fall under the
transracial adoption.
poor widow had a tree but
it?
'.°
angle
moral
a
there
Is
coincidence, it gives the reader category of those unable to proWould there be any moral
could afford no ornaments
Alvin D.
perhaps his best opportunity to vide for themselves.
angle connected with raising
When she awoke on Christma,
get the feel of a black college in
Dear Alvin:
such a mixed family?
morning she found a spider
However, the °ligation of the
C. B.
People have a moral right to had spun its web over the entire
the deep South. In other words, chilch-en and close relatives is
themselves — freely to tree and the moonlight of
every football fan has heard of prior to that of the community.
govern
Dear C. B.:
Grambling — its games have They must be the first to help;
Through adoption parents as- direct their OWT1 lives and for- Christmas eve had turned it to
PRESENTATION—Murray State University president, Harry M. Sparks, presents a letter to Ted
appeared on national televi- if they cannot, then the comas much as possible silver. The widow's" children
sume an obligation of fulfilling tunes
N. Hamilton, from the Commanding General W. G. Thrash, of the Marine Corps Development and
sion, and some 80 men turned
within the framework of the na- were delighted.
the
upto
normal
a
of
appointment
was
his
over.
to
advising
Hamilton
letter
takes
right
child's
munity
The
Va.
the
Quantico,
in
Education Command
out by coach Eddie Robinson
According to the principle of
bringing with loving care. Or- tural law and community hvcommand's Honor List "in recognition of superior achievement while a student in the Platoon
have made the pro ranks — but
irig Responsibility, therefore,
Leaders Course." Hamilton is a candidate for a commissioned officer in the United States Marine
few have any knowledge of the
should rest as close to them as
St. Nicholas was a favorite
Corps.
college itself.
possible The principle of sub- among early Dutch settlers in
Photo by Wilson Woolley
Jim Gregory, a quiet, wellsicharity must be adhered to. New Amsterdam. Gradually
mannered boy from the San
The local government should they Americanized his name
Joaquin Valley town of Cornot usurp the responsibilities from "Sint Niklaas" to "Santa
At last...
coran, Calif., was handpicked
that belong to individuaLs, by Nikalaus" and then to "Santa
by Robinson in, a form of redoing for them what they osn .16.4s.,•;'..Ibey slew, tssaaLoessA-._
verse tokenism. Part of the
Kits simplify things for girls and women who get a kick out of do for themselves, nor should their gift-giving to Christmas
reasoning was altruistic — the knitting and sewing. They are a good idea for those who like to the state usurp the responsibili- instead of the traditional Euro"color" line at black schools make the gifts they give or to present to someone who likes to make ties of local governments, nor pean December 6th.
had to be broken eventually. her own things.
the federal government those
let's face it. 6-to-11-year-olds
Part of it was practical, beof the states.
sialdom make hot copy. Sure, they're
Bright, multi-colored caps and matching scarves are made up
The Dallas school district has
cause federal funds could be from kits for the knitters. They contain all of the yarn and Instrucc•ite and lovable, but media-wise,
But whoever controls the
y're not where it's at. Too old
denied any school that was not tions for making the cap-scarf sets. This simplifies buying There is
purse strings controls the added Russian and Swahili to
language courses for high
pose on bear rugs and too young
integrated.
no need to ponder over what yarn colors to put together or to figure power to govern.
10 stage sit-ins. the 6-to-I I-yearGregory, although a star in out how much of each color will be necessary.
The disposition of tax money, school pupils at its new $21
aids have kept a low profile.
high school athletics, hardly
Urrefore, ought to stay as close million Skyline Center
Sewers will be interested in kits for making ties, swimsuits and
However, that is all in the past
for pants. The tie kit contains fabric and instructions for cutting and
performer
brilliant
a
was
now. reports the Health Insurance
Grambling during the 1970 sea- putting it together. The swim suit and pants kits have the gar0 im•-•••woo.4•11.0
Institute which has assembled a
0 4101110.0 .1=110r,
0IM1111.0 4=10.0
son. And this is the period that ments cut and ready to sew.
mini-profile of the 6-to-11 -y earprovides a thread • of narrative
aids, culled from early childhood
The pre-cut garment kits are comparatively new and distribution
(For Senior Citizens
for Bahrenburg's book. The de- may be limited. To save your feet during this time when they In
surveys by the National Center for
State Approsed and Licensed
Health Statistics in Washington.
tails of game action sometimes their worst beating, it would be wise to call fabric stores and y
to be open January 1, 1972
The really big news in this age
. central theme, age departments of department stores to locate them before
intrude on t.i*
Write to Box No. 2, Murray, Ky.for Reservation
category, reports the Institute, is
especially since Gregory's role start out.
''°40110.011•11.041=1.041=0.0.64
'"O
liawe am.4)imam,
that American kids are among the
in Grambling's winning season
Largest in the world. While boys
was insignificant.
at the age of 6 are slightly taller
Gregory's personality was
Slid heavier than the girls. by the
almost perfect for breaking the
tine they get to be II, the girls
black color line, the author rebecome larger. As we know, the
ports.
isiys get to do a lot of catching
up later on, but that's another surNearly passive, a charactervey.
A mosSiaivisetaat day!
istic which hardly helped him
lion, -How much television do kids sacked out by 9:10. Only 6 per as a quarterback, he almost
They're good mixers
says . . .
watch''''—the survey came up with cent of the kids did not have any immediately was accepted by
also
He
perblacks.
biggest
the
Grambling
data:
the
the
following
regular
bedtime.
- Anyway, it seems that socially,
6-year-olds, just
As far as their health was con- had the guts to put up with the
ye k_tdkdo pretty web. According centage of the watch
1 how. of cerned. the avesage child. in the bumps and bruises of practice
iele parents. some *6 per cent over one-third,
The smallest proportion,
no difficulty getting along TV daily. per cent, watch 4 hours survey had about 10 days per year without the satisfaction of getor only 4.1
of restricted activity—days in ting to play in many games.
Nith others. Another 49 per cent
or more Almost as many 11-year- which the child cut down for a
He made at least one close
get along at least as well as most
per
8
but
hour,
watch for 1
whole day on the things he or she friend, end Tank Smith. The
children do, in the survey's words. olds
4
for
box
monopolize the
usually does. Typically, less than combmation of the white and
Only 4 per cent reported having cent
hours and more daily.
half of these days were spent in
difficulties.
black men led their classmates
bed.
I Not only are the 6-to-11 -yearto label them goodnaturedly as
too
chores
do
They
mixers.
good
be
to
out
turning
Ids
bo
i
"The Outcasts." Somewhat
Why
they
home
stay
fussy
less
lot
a
also
are
ut they
poignantly, both competed
As for doing shores around the
ut food than some mothers
house, more than three-fourths of
The major causes for staying briefly for the affections of a
ight believe About 44 per cent
children had at least one regu- away from school or play were ton- white coed. But there was no
tin this age category eat nearly all the
lar task assigned to them. The sur- silitis and such acute respiratory rancor.
plates.
their
on
put
foods
of
!hinds
vey found that as they grew older, conditions as pneumonia and bronThe Grambling football pro;In fact, the older they get, the more
they got busier— chitis. In 1968 a relevant but unAmenable they become to varied unsurprisingly,
gram is remarkable, and Robrakor
beds
their
making
related survey found that children
eppes of foods At 6 years of age. whether
it is
ing leaves, Two out of three of the between 6 and 16 years of age lost inson's role in developing
:Come 25 per Cent are finicky eaters
of the main features of the
or
chore
some
had
an average of 4.9 days away from one
'rim about 5 years later, only 19 per 6-year-olds,
ciby the time they hit school because of illness. The same book. Grambling has a small,
chores, but'
.i. ent were fussx about what they the riper'ol age. of.11, almost 9 year some 3 million children under poorly lighted stadium, seating
te.
out of 10 were 'toiling at some the age of 15 were hospitalized an about 18,000 spectators, and at
le In answer to that burning ques- household task.
average of 6.3 days. In families least half the games each year
Bedtime for the kids, a sensitive protected through health insurance, are played in cities like New
subject in many households, turns hospitalization costs as well as out- York, Cleveland and Pittsout to be 8:50 P.M., on average. patient medical expenses for chil- burgh. When the team travels,
Money spent at home
probably not counting trips for a dren were materially reduced, reit goes to first-class hotels and
health ports the Institute.
drink of water an such. the•
builds schools, employs
Robinson makes sure his
statisticians who c rimiled the numAmong medical problems of chilber won't swear lhat the witching dren in the 6-to-11 category it was players are immaculately atteachers and buys'books.
hour, is uniform for all kids found that less than 1 per cent had tired Anyone getting out of line
thseitighout the I. id. either; 8:50 defective hearing. while 8.4 per has to answer to Robinson,
Hometown money improves
P.M. is what tb•. call "median cent had speech defects or similar
Robinson's philosophy — and
develops parks and
streets,
bedtime." -This ms.ins that half of problems.
that of most of the black
the 6-sear-olds acre in bed by 8:30,
All in all, not a bad report card athletes at Grambling — is in
playgrounds.
bile half of the II -year-old'. at all for the kids, the Institute ob- conflict with the militants who
serves. although plenty of room for would tear down the white EsMore community services,
health improvement obviously still tablishment. He contributes to
fire and police
improved
exists.
integration by preparing black
and better
protection
athletes, many of whom have
RAISES ARE OUT
had nothing but inadequate
government are needed.
TOWSON. Md AP — The
education in poor secondary
It takes money.
federal government has orschools, to compete with the
dered the Baltimore County
white man.
Your community needs you
School Board to stop paying its
"I want them to have in5.800 teat-hers normal integrity and be concerned about
and you need your
cremental salary' raises
how they live," Robinson said.
community. Money spent
The government also ordered
'I like to tell them the good
the board to reclaim 8450,000 in
at home is never far away.
things about the country and
raises atrgady paid during the
what it stands for. I just
It might be as close as
President Ilk 90-dav wage and
couldn't tell a boy America is
price freeze
slide in the playground
the
not worth a damn. I really becountry 'tis of thee.'"
'my
lieve
HEADS TEXAS FI.A
Spend your money where
The title of the book comes
AP
LUBBOCK. Tex
in
made
by
remark
1968
from a
you can see it count.
F'rof Harley Oberhelman of the
co-captain Henry Jones when
classical and romance laninformed there were 99 men out
guages faculty at Texas Tech
for football. "Make that 100,"
I riiversity is the newly elected
he commented. "My little
president of the Texas Foreign
4
brother's coming tomorrow."
Language Association He was
He referred to Gregory.
elected at the fall meeting in El
Although the book of necesPaso
sity deals with racial problems,
The 500-member association
represents language teachers there are few serious incidents
COMMUNICATE CONFIDENCE. SHOP AT
HOME
reported. It reflects a form of
at every level of education from
unithe
of
acceptance
through
segregation
stoic
primary grades
on the part of many southern
versity level in Texas
blacks.
It is a book well worth readCOSTLY PRILIECTS
ing.
NACOGDOCHF:S. Tex API
— Plans have been approved
A bakers chain estimates .11
for three major construction
least 138 kinds of doughnuts are
projects at Stephen F Austin
State University at a cost of on sale every day of the year
4!
approximately $6 3 million
Japanese take curry-fill('d
Projects include a four-story
MURRAY
KY.
library estimated to cost $4 6 doughnuts with their green tea
million, a football stadium to
•
Israel had 74.000 tourists last
cost SI 5 million and renovations to the Austin admin- August. a 31 per cent increase
over August of 1970
istration building for 5180.000

6-to-11-year-olds make ii-cv-i-s!

CEN.
SHOP
CEN

Sewing, knitting kits
for under the tree

r

FERN TERRACE LODGE

Peoples Bank

SHOP AT HOME

L

it's a sign of Confidence and helps
build opportunity in Murray.

Aquarit,
gravel,

Reg.
512"

You get more for

your money when

you shop at home

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

Piton* 751-99419

VIZIntirriMinrinarlirSTWITRIIIM

The [Air:tot-dinar) Rank

ick PEoPits/BANK

Open Men.- Fri.

Til 8:00
3nrinnrinnannivizrrizTIVVVriiTai

10

•Hi-}
Har
da

•Bari
Sei

Res
'39

sic

dfq.ft
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dY•ce
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110,(1
d.

rerfiaindri '
tJ Uir
Lino! thr

quesUutts10

( are of Copley

P.O. BCI2 ile,
I. 12112.

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

(UPI) — Tinsel
tree, how it
cording to a
Long ago a
ad a tree but
io ornaments.
e on Christmas
mad a spider
over the entire
moonlight of
ad turned it to
sow's' children

LADIES

BLOUSES

* Prices Good Thurs.-Fri.-Sat-Sun., December 16-17-18-19 *

•Roll Sleeve

LADIES

•Lovely Colors

was a favorite
etch settlers in
un. Gradually
ized his name
lass" to "Santa
then to "Santa

•Permanent Press

; to Christmas
raditiintal Euro6th.

Reg. $1.99

VINYL BOOT
•Black or Brown

•Sizes 32-38

&wig F#

BOY'S SHIRT
The new bell sleeve with wide
cuff. Prints or solids. % cotton

SWEATER

% P*ester.

Sizes 5-10

L
L-

Fashienable.'

and pullover.
in rich winter shades.
High quality knits.

Reg.'2"

Reg.'6"

hool district has
and Swahili to
rses for high
It its new $21
Center.

;TE
I

SAVE
at
ROSES!

$ 1 38
Sizes S-M-L-XL

11/

AQUARIUM SET

SWIVEL
ROCKER

COMPLETE!

servation

,111111.10.0.111!0411.

•Vinyl Upholstery in
Solid Color

Ideal For That
Special Fellow!

Asstd. Colors

or Floral
•Steel Frame

•Cotton Terry,

UNDERWOOD

& Velour

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Model 310
ideal
Gift For
Students!

A Real

Great Buy!

Aquarium,
gravel, pump, filter, filter floss, charcoal.
PROCTOR-SILEX

REGENT MIXER

STEAM & DRY

LOCOM
FOR LITTLE TOTS
TO RIDE'
PLASTIC

IVE
Reg.
$347

•Portable or Stationary

IRON

•3 Speed

Suitable for All Type
Fabrics

•Bowl

Reg.
'44"

and Stand

STARTER GOLF SET
RAM —
COLEMAN
DOUBLE MANTLE

LANTERN or
2-BURNER
CAMP STOVE

LIVING BABY
Tender love

KWIK STEAK

Looks and feels like
a real baby!

4

GENE LITTLER

Irons - 1 Wood

1 Golf Bag.,

1 Headcover - 3 Practice Balls

Reg. '14"
Choice of

1

Vegetablec

Butter
Coffee

Rolls -

or Iced

Tea

hi MARX
10 ONLY!

MARVEL

•Hi-Rise
Handle
dars
•Banana
Seat

-

THE
MUSTAN

Reg.
5399,
Reg.

5 16"

9

29

CHILD'S 5-PIECE
TABLE & CHAIR SET
Table and

4

Folding Chairs

''414^Qatilv.
KRAZY KAR

Just turn the
wheels and
away you go!

Reg.
5 13'

0
92

Reg.
$12.96

No batteries
needed, just mount
and
ride!

11

4
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Alcoho and drugs are part of same package

Mirrors used
to save deer

to Montana and Wyoming
regions, where grass is plentiful. The Crows are taking the
studs to a nearby reserve.
The nation's conservationists
Now,says Zaidlicz, the older
are making Americans more
horses will have a better
conscious of the need to begin
chance to live through the hard
saving wildlife if there is to be
Montana winter and the young
any a few decades from now.
and grow
Sometimes conservationists ones will survive
strong enough to return to their
are criticized for stepping in
wilderness home later.
where angels fear to tread in
Mrs. Johnson earned her
subthe
prevent
their efforts to
Horse Annie" nickname
"Wild
last
dividers from invading the
when she began to
frontiers of the American wild- years ago
push for measures to prevent
erness.
hunters from shooting or trapWithout taking sides, let's
ping wild horses.
developrecent
look at two
ments inspired by a growing
*
*
conservationist move to protect
wild animals from a civilized
In the little town of Doliglas
world:
the Isle of Man, 3-year-old
on
Highstate
the
In Missouri,
Paula Hope proved two things:
way Department has installed
bad and somemirrors to cut down the toll of nobody is all
thing good often comes out of
deer killed in traffic accidents.
something bad. Here's how it
Properly installed, the mirwent:
of
beams
light
thc
rors reflect
Paula kicked her 5-year-old
approaching automobiles down
sister, Les'ie, in the nose. This
deer crossing trails, startling
was not a kind thing to do,
the animals away from the
agreed. Yet it solved Leslie's
highway.
biggest problem at the moment
State engineers counted
— a crooked nose.
more than 1,100 deer killed by
Little Leslie had knocked the
cars in 1970 on Missouri roads
yain hope in her nose sideways
arid-hiEhwcx
IP a tumbie several weeks ago.
srea slaw last year, 29 deer
Doctors advised her parents
were auto victims. Yet after
the nose was not shattered, but
the mirrors were installed at
could do nothing to
deer crossings, the count warned they
for the time
topped to one so far this year. repair it, at least
being.
some
where
Montana.
Up in
Then, as the sisters tussled
of the last wild horses in the naone on the nose,
tion face winter starvation, the and Leslie took
Crow Indians, the federal gov- the displaced bone clicked back
ernment and Mrs. Velma B. into place, her mother reJohnson of Reno, Nev., teamed ported.
"Leslie didn't even cry,"
up to help save them.
They moved into the rocky Mrs Hope said
Pryor Mountains of southern
Montana to round up some 18
colts and a rernuda of bachelor
studs to thin out the 200-horse
herd roaming there.
West Germany overtook the
The herd came under federal
protection in 1968 with the crea- United States as the world's
major supplier of manufaction of a 32,000-acre wild horse
tured goods in 1970 and conrange.
Even so the animals must tinues to hold on to first place.
The United States is in
scramble to twigs and sparse
grass on the barren mountain second place, Japan is ranked
third and Great Britain is
sloPes.
Winter cuts the horses' range fourth_
--foragf even more. The chances
of mass starvation for the
young stock seemed a certainty
unless they were rescued. So,
at the insistence of conservation groups, Interior Secretary
Yukio Tanaka, an
Dr
Rogers Morton launched the
professor at the
assistant
project to give the animals a
Gastroenteric Research Inchance for survival.
McGill University,
That's when the Crow tribe, stitute of
believes that alginic
the Interior Department's Bu- Monti-ea,
seaweed might be
reau of Land Management acid found in
against leukemia and
effective
agents and Mrs. Johnson, betby radioactive
ter known to her friends as cancer caused
"Wild Horse Annie," joined strontium.
He believes alginic acid
forces to move the younger anicontinuously before
taken
mals to better grazing land.
is absorbed by the
strontium
BI.M state director Edwin
will aid in
Zaidlici says the colts foaled intestinal wall
leukemia.
Last spring are being removed preventing
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

World's major supplier
of manufactured goods

fice. Misuse of alcohol can
a little alcohol, we prefer to per cent of all fatal auto accidents involve alcoholics. So do
overlook the lumps.
cause liver and brain damage.
Unfortunately, doctors often
-All of our social activities 37 per cent of all suicides. Ten
involve drinking," points out to 25 per cent of all families on
treat only the symptoms of
one woman, who is the wife of welfare have an alcoholic
heavy drinking, according to
member.
an alcoholic.
Dr. Nicholas J. Khoury, chairBut, Judge Perkovich says
To most people, who use alman of Los Angeles County
cohol in moderation, life looks it's difficult to evaluate statisMedical Association's Commitros‘ through a wine glass. But, tics on alcoholism. "What you tee on Alcoholism.
can say positively about alto those who can't control their
"Many physicians are relucdrinking, alcohol is a bitter excoholic abuse is the effect you tant to discuss alcoholism with
perience.
see in the community — the the patient or attempt any
man who drinks to make sales treatment program," he notes.
It's easy to start. Everyone
encourages it. But, nobody tells
and is smashed all day — the "They hesitate to accept reyou to stop until you're swalhousewife who is bored and sponsibility for the patient who
feels unneeded She drinks at historically has been a „ 'pain
lowed up by the bottle.
And, even if you don't beluncheons or at home.
in the neck."
'.'You rarely see these drinkcome one of America's nine
Popular misconceptions also
ers in court," he said. "They hamper treatment of almillion alcoholics, excessive
keep up appearances but they coholics, he notes.
drinking can give yfofi trouble.
still have a problem."
One of the first places the
"One of the biggest fallacies
Alcoholic problems surface is that the alcoholic is a skid
bottle hits is home. Heavy
more often in the doctor's of- row bum," heAays. "Alcoholics
drinking sparks family quarrels.
live in the s*rbs, too. They
-Heavy drinkers also have
just don't get iii-rested there as
sexual adjustment problems,"
often.
Two problem drinkers rarely
said Donald Smith. Alcohol
"Not all alcoholics behave
it
but
inhibitions,
lowers
revealed are the man who
alike, either," according to Dr.
doesn't bolster performances.
Khoury. "There are different
A plan to license hitchhikers
manages to work until cock"Misuse of alcohol comes up
to cvercome the growing
types of alcoholics and differagain and again in divorce
tails and the housewife with a
ent treatments for each one."
problem of attacks on
cases," says Los Angeles
He lists four kinds of problem
motorists who give them lifts
liquor supply at home.
Perkovich.
George
Judge
drinkers.
has been put forward by a
It can be detected in juvenile
and Research in Alcoholism,
The "sympotomatic alHarvard Law School graduate.
By VICTORIA BILLINGS
cases, too. "How can you pay
Fort Worth, Tex.
coholic" has a psychological or
Under the proposed bill,
Copley News Service
"Alcohol is the most attention to your kids when you anyone wishing to hitchhila
emotional illness.
prevalent
drug addiction in the pass out at 8 o'clock every
The "purposeful alcoholic"
would have to meet a minimum
YOU
DO
—
ANGELES
LOS
vt,,,
drinksfor a specific effect, then,.
—Western worldi".. reports Dr,. night?
age renuirernpe.t rums
USE URiteaS1.
---Orobiem I see most
abstains. But, these drinkers'
ten examination on hftefifilfrig
Maybe you haven't tried fellint 'Mee, cbief or mectrest
often in my court is the drunk
comprise a minority of probrules and pay a small fee.
speed, grass or bennies. But, services at Lemuel Shattuck
driver." Two drunk driving
Hospital,tiliston, Mass.
lem drinkers.
what about the liquid relaxer?
Donald Smith, a counselor of citations in seven years and a
Nearly 100 million people
END OF CONCUBINES
Seventy to 75 per cent of the
California driver's license is
take it to ease tension and feel addicts and alcoholics, exalcoholic population is "reacA Hong Kong law wflich
suspended.
plains
how
alcoholism
and
good. And they get it legally,
tive," according to Dr. Khoury.
recently came into force ends
"If you can't drive, you can't
narcotic addiction are alike.
without a prescription.
They use alcohol to alleviate
the era of the concubine. There
in
living
a
earn
California,"
Alcohol is America's No. 1 -They are both dependencies.
tension. Unlike most drinkers,
are thought to be more than
Often people use alcohol and says Perkovich.
drug.
however, they don't know how
5,000 of these women in Hong
"A majority of people leavOf course, drinkers don't drugs together," he said.
or when to stop.
Kong.
ing
fine
our
restaurants
could
Drinkers
resent
being comLabel alcohol a drug. But, doctors tell us it has similar effects pared to pot smokers. But, "a1-( be cited for drunk driving if the
cohokis a chemical drug," says liolice waited outside parking
on the body.
"Alcohol is a drug," says Smith. ''Society just isn't ready lots."
The Alcoholism Council of
Robert B. Dunn, dii;rtor of to accept this,"
Things flow so smoothly with Greater Los Angeles says 50
Schick Hotspital for Treatment

Rules of thumb may
govern hitchhikers

The physician says alcoholism itself is a "progressive
disease of unknown cause." It
has three stages.
Most people don't label the
first as alcoholic. It is "acute
alcoholism" or "being under
the influence of excessive alcoholic intake."
A one-night binge qualifies
The second is "chrcnic alcoholism active." It involves
'Tecurrent episodes of acute
alcoholism in an unchanged
pattern."
The third is "chronic alcoholism in remission." Drinking
stops for a longer period than
previously. The patient is "on
the wagon."
How does the doctor decide a
patient is a chronic alcoholic'
Dr. Khoury terms a person
alcoholic if "alcohol impairs
his ability to function in an acceptable manner in his environment."
Most people think the time of
day a person drinks, how much
he drinks and the kind of alcohol he uses reveal alcoholism. Dr. Khoury does not use
any of these measures. He
points out that the type of
drinking it takes to create functioning problems depends on
the individual. Every body reacts differently to alcohol. And
"One drink may Impair the
ability of a religious person if it
creates a conflict or guilt,"
says the doctor.
He calls the "town drunk"
the "end stage of various types
of alcoholism we don't want to
recognize. He's a heavy drinker until he's too much trouble.
Then, we say he's a drunk."

More glove than boot
It's the feel you get with Roblee's new, soft zipper boot.
Easy-moving comfort comes from soft, crushable glove
leathers and a leather lining. The refined styling and
rounded toe suit up perfectly with the cut
and color of your clothes.

Black
Brown

Scientists studying
leukemia preventive

p.

p.

OW

CHRISTMAS DECORATION
CONTEST
Sponsored by

ADAMS

Murray Woman's Club Garden Department

For Details Call

.

THE HISTORIC NILE — More than 85 per cent of Lg.,,p1, population lives in the .\ile
Valley. Away from the river much of the land is hot, dry, lifeless desert. In these scenes of
the river. houseboats line a bank of the Nile neariCairo top left i while sailboats cruise on
the river (middle left.) At top right is a view of a awer On the Nile at Aswan At bottom left
and-right are floating hotels which ply the Nile

753-4769 - 753-12211 or
753-3851
......••••

SHOE STORE

CRASS FURNITURE

3rd & Mapl
e

Phone 753-3621

STORE.WIDE
ttiktrottteeeeeetteeett

. it*
:Mix-Match Bedding:
•—

Hard Rock Maple

Values to 5 149.95
From $6995
per set
from

• BROYH ILL

:
1 Sofas 9-(<-

eeeeerartr
?teeeeittotteee
e
ttco
sit
Dining Suite
0

0

to:100'
0

150'y
tetti•Jtererittet,itt Pi fit Pt

et, vac. 100%
•Nylon Living
44' Room Suites

$12995
toweetetbettottettf)ttittit

teetete
eeeeeetet
e
e Spanish Bedroom *
Suites
e.

•

•

Double door Triple Dresser
- Double Door Chest-on-Chest *
or Queen Size Bed
Regular
•

23995

$
e From
OttprttertetttrettIttitt
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Central Shopping Center - Murray, Ky.

Triple Lanolin
R,,, Hand Lotion
$1 75 Value
Diamond
Aluminum Foil

-*11'4:1.41E

Girt NI/
‘

ADQUARAO.

880$

$1.19 Value

mpedr the
xenon if it
w guilt,"

Rexall

m drunk"
ious types
it want to
avy drinktrouble.
drunk."

1`'

934;

26" Jumbo Wrapping
Paper or Foil
Paper 80
Square Feet

11.49 Value

Foil 30
Square Feet

934P

Polaroid
Square Shooter

Lady Sunbeam' Shaver

Can save you up to 25%
on the cost of polaroid
color pictures

Beauty plus preformance
Smooth shaves Includes
brocade vinyl gift case

$34.95 Value

Remington
Lektro Blade
Shaver
Dual shaving heads, extra
free set of blades
Beautiful gift case
$24.95 V

$10 95 Value

$2988 $888
VO •

Zippo Brush
Finish Lighter
Put a little extra zip
in your stocking stutter
with a Zippo Lighter
$3.95 Value

$2"

• •
5.

•

r"

..fidans
Lectric Shave
Di-Gel
Antacid Liquid
12oz

Gillette Techmatic
Razor

834;

Hershey Kisses
JR.SEWEE

Kindness 20
Hairsetter

4' Scotch Pine
24 Branches- 46 Tips
$8.95 Value

7

54 Branches
138 Tips

"

Opens cans in seconds
Saves time and trouble'

$19 95 Value

$23 95 Value

$10 98 Value

$1688
73(;
99(;

98C Value
1/. Inch
12 Per Box

$1.39 Value

_

4nii

•

$333
77(r

Begley's Multiple Chewable

79C
Value

2 lbs.
11.29 Value

* : AIL".

Square Shooter
Polaroid
Film $313

• .4:1111;•

Panasonic
Cassette
Recorder

G.E. 6
Transistor Radio

Arvin 4 Speed
Phonograph
Solid state amplifier big
5-x3- speaker. Slim,
molded polypropylene case
$21.95 Value

Solid state design easy
direct dial tuning

Compact AC or battery
cassette tape recorder.
$49 95 Value

$4,95 Value

$399

Panasonic AM
Portable Radio

$3 99 Value

AC or battery operated
Includes batteries, earphones and gift box
$24 95 Value

$3995 $1995

.11'.41211167417
.74

Kodacolor
126 Film
$1.40 Value

'I

'
esik.

.

4

99'

Kodachrome Super 8
\ 111167\Movie Film
$0 aue

4

4
4

G.E.
Magicubes
$235 Value
DC

English Leather
Timberline
Cologne

Chanel #5
Eau de Cologne

Chantilly
Gift Set

Whitman's
Candy

The Best Bet gilt
in a handsome box

Every woman a live want
Chanel No 5
4 oz •

Dusting Powder with
puff 5 oz and Eau de
Toilette Spray Mist
115 oz

1 POUND BOX
The One Gift No One
Ever Returns

GE
Attittlf Hi-Power
,N.1:;c-0
• Ts: Flashcubes
$179 Value

$350

$ 700

$65° $24°
,4r

ce(
)
r4 --41 -4* /

„

t 41"

4•

•-'r'-

/41*

113

mpg:
I.

9T$

$39

P.

Christmas

Fruit Cake

69s$

Big Savings on
Your Photo Needs.

.•a•.f.54-• lit• .

Electric Candle

Plus Iron

Kitchen
Magician

Tree
Stand
98C Value

100's

Vitamins

$4.49 Value
. 1
,..I_

afk,

93C

55 49
Value

'17"
77(;

15 Bulb
Outdoor
Lite Set

Party Treat
Nuts
MixedValue

sidip

108 Polaroid Color
- Film

p.

Pt14.-161(

$988

59C Value

;;„5

Christmas Cards
Box of 50

$988

in Poppy or Avacado
perfect coffee in a
jiffy
$11.95 Value

0. tsivin

7 Bulb
Indoor
Lite Set

TREI 116.1i

Professional
Hairdryer

Mirro 9 cup
Coffeemaker

4.:•6-. •

Tree Ornaments

1
*WW

20 rollers- 6 iumbo, 10
large, 4 small

7' Scotch
Pine

$19.95 Value

flAN
ORNAMENT!'

4 G E. Electric.;
Can Opener

$699 11"
$1888

•011.

$169
29'
47'

39C Value

411.

•*.

$1.29 Value

16oz.

Kraft Butter Mints

CkitiAlittafFpip Ceitst

rr

$2.10 Value

Rexall Quiet Nite
Cold Formula

-

r

63'

89C Value

3oz.

$2.29 Value

11 Roll Pack
Ribbon
98C Value

4/$1

Facial Tissue

Gift Wrapping Foil
30
Square Feet
$1.29 Value

19'

Limit 1

29C Value-

Gift Wrapping Paper
80
Square Feet

17'

35C Value

Quantity Rights Reserved Prices Good Thru 12/20/r While Quantities Last

he time of
how much
lad of al1 alcoholnot use
aires. He
type of
sate hincpanda on
r body reKIWI. Aid

7

Kleenex
Dinner Napkins

STORE

DRUG

G.E.
Supercubes
Si 85 Value

99'
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Candy That Orange Peel

So
In
Cal

for Olympic rush
By STUART GOLDSCHEN
Copley News Service

GOVERNING -RIFLE—Col. James VanDivier. left, of Elizabethtown, and Harry
Read, Scottsville, members of the Kentucky Corps of Longriflemen, present Gov.
Wendell H. Ford with a longrifle of his own during the Inaugural Parade in
*****--.....,..F..rankfort. The 'group has been participating in the parade and welcoming
Kentucky's new governors with longrifles since 1963.(Steve Mitchell Photo)

EDUCATION NOTEBOOK

By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service
College protests have focused
attention on campus Inequities,
but most student demands
either have not been met or
would have been resolved
without -demonstrations or
violence.
lliese are some conclusions
&awn from a recent American
Council on Education study
showing that the 1970-71
academic year was not as quiet
as some claim. The stereotype
of the local campus an the
rampage generally is false.
Violent protests decreased last
year, but the total number of
demonstrations decreased only
slightly compared to last year
and the more typical 1968-69
academic year
A rough scorecard of results
of student protest is provided
by the study's list of major
reasons students give for
protest and the percentage of
demanded reforms achieved.
This table also dispels the
notion of orgiastic campuses
because of coeducational
dormitories and the myth of
lower academic and • moral
standards. Only 25 per cent of
the 2,362 higher education
institutions studied offer coed
living, although such accommodations are offered at 43
per cent of the institutions

minority-group students This legitimate forms of protest,"
dropped to 30 per cent this last Bayer expLains
Some investigators believe
academic year
Students have gained ethnic protests have been very
studies courses, programs or beneficial because most have
honors been peaceful and legitimate.
departments;
will handle 100,000 persons per
programs; work-study They also have been very
hour in either direction.
destructive
and
disruptive
to
programs; deferred tuition
"We intend to encourage
payments: special admissions the general mission of higher
people not to drive in the city
criteria for certain minority or education, Bayer notes.
but to use public transportadisadvantaged students;
tion, Maus said. "We expect
standard
admissions
200,000 persons a day at the
requirements regardless of sex
Olympics, and, I don't know a
or ethnic origin, a more suc- ADULTS 80
city in the world that can hancessful demand where protest
dle that amount of cars."
was less severe; compensatcry
The people themselves, howeducation for disadvantaged
ever, will have to be accommostudents; voting representation December 11, 1971
dated, and Munichers are
on major curriculum comcringing at the thought
mittees and voting represenNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
They feel pressured enough
tation on
policy-making
Baby Boy Glubizzi (Mrs. Mary by a critical day-to-day housing
committees other than student Glubizzil, 526 Broad, Murray.
shortage, an annual population
government.
increase of 20,000 to 50,000, and
DISMISSALS
These gains are important,
Mrs. Cheryl Alegre Hargrove, the dubious status of being
emphasizes Dr. Alan E. Bayer, Route 2, Mayfield, Mrs Shirley West Germany's fastest growthe council's assistant research
Ann Rule and Baby Girl, Route 7, ing city.
The Olympic Committee
director who worked on the Box 109, Mayfield, Lynn Dale
study, but many would have Burkeen, Route 3, Murray, Mrs. frankly admits that the debeen achieved with or without Floreda Jane Eldridge, Route 1, mand for beds exceeds the supply in the city, but it said that
protests.
Dexter, Mrs. Laura Ann Bland,
an appeal for private quarters
Surprisingly, the point at
500 North 5th, Murray, Noel Lee and dormitory accommodawhich students began to reject
Melugin, 710 Olive, Murray, Mrs. tions is being made in the surviolent protest was not reached
Carol Holcomb, 1509 rounding Bavarian region.
at Kent or Jackson State, but Sandra
Mrs. Maus said a combination of
Murray,
with the death of a graduate Sycamore,
Baby
Dunn
and
Ruby
Romona
hotels, pensions, private homes
student, destruction of a
laboratory and a professor's Boy, Route 3, Murray, Mrs. and camping grounds will proWilliams, vide 130,000 beds. He did not exlife-work at the University of Maggie Elizabeth
Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Ruby Edith plain how the additional 70,000
Wisconsin later.
"Students have become Miller, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
much more disenchanted with Lula Mae Kyle (To Conmore severe forms of campus valescent), 118 North 14th,
unrest and a number of things Murray, Mrs. Frances Miles
account for this. One is the hard Balla, Route 8, Murray, William
line taken by some ad- Alvie Taylor, Route 3, Murray.
ministrators. Students also
CIVILIAN DISPATCHERS
have had the opportunity to
DALLAS(AP) — Ever since
observe that they can bring
death and destruction, that the police radio was put into
members of their own group use, there have been policemen
can get hurt. Wisconsin was a to operate them, but now the
very important turning point, Dallas police department is
more so than Kent State. changing that.
The department will recruit
Students have seen that change
is not necessarily brought civilian men and women to be
about more rapidly with dispatchers, possibly as early
violence than through more as the middle of next year

Hospital Report

experiencing violent protests.
Seventeen major demands
were made at institutions
pressured to protest. Only six
demands have been met in
more than half of all studied.
Eight demands have been met
in about half or more than half
the institutions experiencing
any form of protest and the
same number have been met
where severe incidents took
place.
In 1968-69, 57 per cent of the
protests were related to

MUNICH — As construction
here on facilities for the 1972
Slimmer Olympic Games enters its final phase, Munich's
citizens are taking a close look
at what lies ahead, and riot
everyone likes what they see.
The skeletal construction on
the $500 million building project has been completed, and
the finishing work is expected
to be done ahead of schedule in
January, according to Hansjorg Maus of the Olympic Organization Committee, The
Olympics begin Aug 26 and end
Sept 10.
Munich's city and Olympic
officials have distributed enthusiastic advertising for the
20th Olympiad throughout the
world, but it has riot impressed
everyone here The prospect of
an expected two or three million visitors squeezing Into an
already tightly packed
1.3 million is even frightening
to some.
"I don't know what's going to
happen," lamented Ernst
Appetshauser, 62, a surveyor
"During busy how-y, tee s*--itcars are so full that we can't
even get in now,let alone with a
hoard of Olympic tourists The
traffic is going to break down
completely."
The city expects to handle
traffic in and around Munich
with a new subway and
suburban transit railway, and
existing tramway and road networks. The combined system

expected daily visitors will be
housed.
Residents here are also complaining about the disruptive
effects of a seemingly neverending urban development
boom, a factor only intensified
by the city's preparations for
the Olympics. Construction, repair, remodeling and restorebon seem to have become a
way of life in Munich, and
108,000 foreign workers are
needed to keep up the pace.
•'Munich may be more important now, but it is not beautiful anymore," a middle-aged
native said. "Everywhere you
go the streets are being torn up
and some kind of construction
is going on. The city is no
longer pleasant or friendly. It
has become a Chicago."
Two principal city projects
are the subway line and a parbon of the suburban transit
railway ( onstruction on the
first nine-nule line of the city
subway began in February,
—Nemed to be (*OM- "
pietea seas . Jost of 1200
,
-mile branch
million. A 24
line costing $51 million, is
being built to carry traffic direct') to the ()lvw,,c grtaosia.
The suburban transit system
is a federal construction project designed to provide faster
city service and connection to
Munich for all localities within
a mile radius. When it is completed early next year, 13 rail
lines converge on the center of
the city from the environs, and
special trains will be ready to
service the Olympic grounds
every three to 10 minutes.
The Olympic grounds are the
pinnacle of Munich's present
roilstruction efforts. The
former square-mile meadow
24, miles from the center of
town looks like a modern city in
itself. It is already an impressive tourist attraction, drawing
travelers and technicians alike
from around the world.
To many residents here,
however, it is only a preview of
the coming attractions of
Frankenstein, and many are
planning a boycott.
"I'm going to rent my room
and get out of town," a young
university student said. "It's
.
madness."
IT STARTED IN 1843
NEW YORK (AP) — John
Calcott Horsley. 19th century
British artist. really started
something in 1843 when he designed the first Christmas card
for Sir Henry Cole. founder of
the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Before the year is out Americans will have bought more
than seven billion greeting
cards. says Irving Cohen. president of a card shop chain.
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CANDIED ORANGE PEEL — Great to have on hand as a treat for company.
er dish 3_
between layers of transparent
Into
or 4-quart saucepot plastic wrap and store in a
turn the peel: cover with cold tightly covered tin box. •
water._ add salt. Bring to a boil
Makes about 1 1/4 pounds.
and boil 20 minutes. Drain.
Note: The syrup (about 1 to
With a sharp knife or kitchen 1 1/4 cups) left after draining
scissors cut peel into 1/4-inch the orange peel may be stored,
wide lengthwise strips.
in a tightly covered jar, in the
In the clean empty saucepot refrigerator and be used over
stir together the 2 cups sugar, pancakes and waffles.
corn syrup and 1 cup water
Chocolate •qipped Candied
Cook over moderate heat, stir- Orange Peel: Line cookie
ring constantly, until sugar is sheets with wax paper. In the
dissolved. Add orange peel. top of a double boiler placed
.:)jr to a boil, reduce heat and over he*
bolt gently for 45 nunutes Turn melt a 6-ounce package (I cup)
orange peel and syrup into a of semi-sweet chocolate pieces
coarse-mesh wire strainer or a Remove from heat and water
colander set over a bowl and Dip ends of dried candied or
drain
ange peel in chocolate Place on
Generously spnnkle wax pa- prepared cookie sheets, refrig
per with extra sugar roll erate until chocelavaets -- 5
drained peel, a few strips at a minu
time, in sugar Arrange peel in
single layers on cookie sheto
Dry in a 150-degree ov
hour Remove peel
racks and let lege"
temperature to
hours
Place ca

By Cecily Brownstone
Associated Press Food Editor
If you're interested in a
streamlined recipe for Candied
Orange Peel, this one — tried in
our kitchen — should appeal to
you
Other recipes usually call for
boiling the orange peel several
times before it is candied; here
it is given just one precooking
and the results are delightful.
CANDIED ORANGE PEEL
6 medium or large seecItes--er-.
anges with thick blemish-free
skin
Water
1 teaspoon salt
2 cups sugar
1/2 cup light corn syrup
Extra sugar
Wash and dry oranges; cut
off a thin slice from the ends of
each. -Mare 4 equidistant
lengthwise cuts through peel.
With the tip of a knife, gently
loosen peel at ends, then with
fingers pull off orange-peel
quarters. (Use peeled oranges
in a fruit compote or some oth-
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RINGS

Whether you like very modern or classic simplicity, you're sure to find your
personal style in our beautiful Keepsake collection. Every Keepsake diamond ring
is guaranteed and permanently registered.
ENTONA 11110. ALSO 11100 TO 1E71
WEDDING RING 111 $O

CAROLINE 11210, •I.I0 TOON 200
•1111 1 121
VIED MING If

ENCHANTED
112711 TO /110v
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December 40-24

113 So. 4th Street
Phone 753-2835
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